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Abstract 

 

Analytic Approaches to Support 

Business Model Innovation 

for Global Construction Companies  

 

Youjin Jang 

Department of Architecture & Architectural Engineering 

The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 

 

 

Given globalization, construction industry continues to be integrated into 

a more competitive and turbulent business environment. The context of 

progressive rise of competition among construction companies has led to a 

growing interest in understanding the potential sources of competitive 

advantage at corporate level. In this respect, business model concept is 

receiving considerable attention and becoming essential for growth of company. 

In order to achieve sustainable competitive advantage, business model has to 

be innovated to respond to changes in business environments. Business model 

innovation requires a top-down approach, that is senior-level managers’ 

decision-making. To improve senior-level managers’ decision-making quality 

for business model innovation, it is needed to exploit knowledge derived from 
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existing business model analysis rather than relying on experience or intuition 

of senior-level managers. Unfortunately, there is insufficient knowledge related 

to business model innovation since extant research on business model analysis 

have several problems – limited business model framework, limited empirical 

research of business model analysis, and business model analysis without 

theoretical foundation.  

 

To deal with these problems, this dissertation aims to develop analytic 

approaches for deriving useful body of knowledge which is able to support 

senior-level managers’ decision-making on business model innovation and to 

apply business model analysis of global construction companies to the 

developed analytic approaches. This research is composed of major two stages 

– development stage and application & analysis stage. 

 

In development stage, analytic approaches are developed by integrating 

theoretical foundation of business model innovation with construction business 

model identification framework. First, in order to establish theoretical 

foundation, this research investigates business model concepts and related 

theories and explores challenging issues for business model innovation. Second, 

this research conceptualizes business model framework and establishes 

construction business model identification framework consisted of four 

component variables, nine decision variables and proxy variables. Lastly, this 

research develops analytic approaches to support business model innovate that 

capture the linkage among business model components, business model 

configurations and firm performance.   
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In application & analysis stage, data of selected global construction 

companies are applied to analytic approaches and business models of global 

construction companies are analyzed. The interrelations between business 

model components, the relationships between business model components and 

firm performance, and the relationships between business model configurations 

and firm performance are explored. This research addresses findings of analysis 

results and draws managerial implications from the findings. Lastly, it is 

discussed on how to utilize managerial implications to the business model 

innovation process of global construction companies. 

  

The developed analytic approaches in this research contribute to fill the 

knowledge gap regarding business model innovation based on theoretical 

reasoning and previous research findings. In addition, the analysis results of 

business models of global construction companies can extend the body of 

knowledge about business model innovation in the context of construction 

industry. This research can provide useful references and /or guidance for 

assisting senior-level managers to improve their decision-making quality in the 

business model innovation process. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Research Background 

 

Construction industry is by nature dominated by project-based one-off 

approaches. In construction industry, service providers are usually chosen 

through competitive tendering. In the tendering procedure, construction 

companies are forced to propose low costs and operational flexibility offing 

equal value relative to each other in order to winning competition. Focusing on 

competitive tendering can provide profits not in the long-term process 

development but in the short-term perspective (Elfving et al. 2005). Because 

cost-cutting is the only way to be awarded contracts and increase profits in this 

project level focused approach (Pekuri et al. 2014).  

 

Moreover, construction industry is no longer a local market (Horta et al. 

2016). International expansions of construction companies in worldwide are 

increasing. Even when construction companies stay at home country, they 

eventually have to face foreign competition (Gunhan and Arditi 2005). Given 

globalization, construction industry continues to be integrated into a more 

competitive and turbulent business environment. Construction companies’ 

practical way of doing business focusing on projects awards does not guarantee 

their survival any more since excessive competition can worse their 

profitability.  
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The context of progressive rise of competition among global construction 

companies has led to a growing interest in understanding the potential sources 

of competitive advantage at corporate level. Nowadays, business model 

concepts are receiving considerable attention and becoming essential for 

sustainable growth of company. The extant research suggests that business 

model is the source of competitive advantage and superior financial 

performance (Amit and Zott 2001). Business model refers to the basic logic of 

how company ‘do business’ and the way of the company operates and creates 

value for its stakeholders. In particular, corporate level business model mainly 

refers to the choices of business, which are the business scope choices, and / or 

the choices of the organizational structure of the firm (Casadesus-Masanell et 

al. 2015).  

 

In today’s competitive global environment, construction companies 

should pursue sustainability of competitive advantage, rather than immediate 

profit maximization as a result of a temporary competitive position. Sustaining 

competitive advantage is not possible without business model innovation. A 

2005 survey by the Economist Intelligence Unit reported that over 50% of 

executives believe business model innovation will become even more 

important for success than product or service innovation. A 2006 IBM survey 

of corporate CEO is echoed these results. In other words, innovating business 

models themselves can be a way to achieve sustainable competitive advantage 

(Teece 2010, Zott et al 2011, Schneider and Spieth 2013).  
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Business model innovation is mainly about search for alternative ways of 

doing things and seeking ways for continuous improvement. Casadesus-

Masanel and Zhu (2013) define business model innovation as the process that 

discovers new business logic and devises new methods of value creation and 

capture for stakeholders. Business model innovation at the corporate level 

involves changes and /or reconfigurations of the corporate choices which result 

in logics of value creation and value capture at the corporate level (Casadesus-

Masanell et al. 2015). Business model innovation requires a top-down approach, 

that is senior-level manager’s decision-making. When innovating corporate 

level business model, senior-level managers should make decisions on changes 

in the business scope and / or in the organizational structure. To improve senior-

level managers’ decision-making quality for business model innovation, it is 

needed to exploit knowledge derived from existing business models than 

relying on experience or intuition of senior-level managers. The systematic use 

of extant knowledge about business models is a crucial part of business model 

innovation processes since the adaptation of available solutions is a very 

effective and less risky way to innovate (Hampton 1997).  

 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

 

Despite business model innovation has caught the attention of both 

researchers and practitioners in recent years, the extant knowledge concerning 
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business model innovation of construction companies remains limited. For 

example, when senior-level managers make decisions on business model 

innovation, it is required to understand current business model and identify 

whether they should innovate current business model or not. If current business 

model is identified as necessary for innovation, senior-level managers need to 

find effective ways to innovate business model.  

 

However, there is insufficient knowledge for supporting above such 

senior-level managers’ decision-making. The extant knowledge derived from 

business model analysis have several limitations to guide in successfully 

designing business model innovation. In order to derive useful body of 

knowledge which is able to support senior-level manager’s decision-making on 

business model innovation, the following problems in business model analysis 

of construction companies should be addressed. 

 

 

Limited Business Model Framework 

Although every organization has business model either explicit or implicit 

(Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart 2010, Teece 2010), only a few senior-level 

managers can understand their companies’ current business model well enough 

to develop them further (Johnson et al. 2008). There is because still no real 

consensus as to what business model stands for. Business model framework 

plays a role of a tool for helping senior-level managers understand, identify and 

analyze the business logic of their firm. According to Morris et al.(2005), 
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business model framework should be reasonably simple, logical, measurable, 

comprehensive, and operationally meaningful in order to be useful.  

 

However, business model framework is less explored in construction 

industry and existing business model frameworks have several limitations. 

Existing business model frameworks are too generic to cover construction 

specific context. Accordingly, it is difficult to identify current business models 

of construction companies. Existing business model framework are also too 

abstractive to compare with other business models over the same line. In 

addition, existing business model frameworks are mostly descriptive without 

specific decision options or measures. It makes difficult to analyze business 

models quantitatively. Even if they have measurement variables, identified 

business models are subjective because measurement variables are largely 

depended on opinion survey or interview rather than on actual data. 

 

 

Limited Empirical Research of Business Model Analysis 

Scholars have pointed out empirical research on business model analysis 

has remained limited (Demil and Lecocq 2010, Zott et al. 2011). Most previous 

studies on business model analysis in construction industry have focused on 

conducting case studies applied to business model framework. Case studies 

involve one or a few cases on specific area (i.e. Norway, Finland). In other 

words, many of the published business model analysis in construction industry 

are largely descriptive in nature and rely on anecdotal evidence. Such 
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qualitative analysis can explain how a particular business model contributes to 

competitive advantage but cannot provide generalized knowledge for 

supporting decision-making on business model innovation. In this respect, it is 

empathized that business models are required to be analyzed in a quantitative 

manner. 

 

 

Business Model Analysis without Theoretical Foundation 

The lack of consistency in empirical analysis are related to the absence of 

solid theoretical basis for the predictions or the multitude of different theoretical 

approaches to its analysis (Amit and Zott 2001, Morris et al. 2005). Although 

business model concept itself has attempted to identify the key factors that may 

make predictions possible, it does not enable predictions to be made of the 

behavior of companies. Business model analysis without theoretical foundation 

cannot help senior-level managers understand when and how to execute the 

change. A theory-based analysis is designed to an entire situation or behavior, 

with the idea that it would eventually able to predict that behavior.  

Despite of the importance, research endeavors related to theory-based 

analysis appear to be limited to business model analysis in construction industry. 

Lack of theoretical background on business model analysis makes senior-level 

managers difficult to explain what might be the appropriate business model or 

not and to get useful knowledge for supporting decision-making on business 

model innovation. 
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1.3 Research Objectives and Scope 

 

Business model innovation constitutes significant sources of sustainable 

competitive advantage and firm performance (Casadesus-Masanell and Zhu 

2013, Zott and Amit, 2007). This research starts from the central issue “How to 

innovate business models of construction companies for achieving competitive 

advantages and superior performance in the global construction market?”. The 

systematic use of knowledge derived from analyzing existing business models 

is a critical part of business model innovation processes.  

 

However, as elaborated in Chapter 1.2 Problem statement, there are 

several problems in analyzing existing business models of construction 

companies – limited business model framework, limited empirical research of 

business model analysis, and business model analysis without theoretical 

background. To deal with these problems, this dissertation aims to develop 

analytic approaches for deriving useful body of knowledge which is able to 

support decision-making on business model innovation and apply business 

models of global construction companies to the developed analytic approaches. 

The specific objectives are planned as follows.  

 

 Establish theoretical foundation of business model innovation 

- Investigate business model concepts and related theories 

- Explore challenging issues for business model innovation  

- Examine research regarding to business model analysis in 
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construction industry 

 

 Construct construction business model identification framework 

- Derive requirements from existing business model framework 

- Conceptualize business model framework reflecting derived 

requirements 

- Construct framework for identifying business models of 

construction companies, namely construction business model 

identification framework 

 

 Develop analytic approaches to support business model innovation  

- Integrate construction business model identification framework 

with challenging issues for business model innovation and 

business model related theories  

- Develop analytic approaches that capture the linkage along 

business model components, business model configurations and 

firm performance  

 

 Apply business models of global construction companies to the 

analytic approaches  

- Analyze business models of global construction companies based 

on the analytic approaches using statistical techniques and 

describe findings and managerial implications  

- Discuss on how to utilize findings and managerial implications to 
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the business model innovation process of global construction 

companies 

 

Business models can be viewed from different aspects and different levels 

of detail (Casadesus-Mansell and Ricart 2009). Business models in construction 

companies can be formulated and implemented at three different levels which 

are corporate level, business unit level and project level. This research is 

focused on business models at corporate level which are firm centric, specific 

and describes how the company operates. In addition, this research limits 

business model innovation to business model replication that is innovation 

within the framework of the existing business model since the adaption of 

replication is more effective and less risky way to innovate.  

 

This research is intended to not provide senior-level managers with clear 

cut suggestions because business model innovation should be incumbent on 

subjective decisions made by senior-level managers. Instead, this research 

would present guidance for decision-making on business model innovation by 

deriving body of knowledge quantitatively. This research will contribute to 

both academics and management practices in the construction industry. In many 

ways, the results of this research will fill the knowledge gap. In addition, the 

results will provide useful references for assisting senior-level managers to 

identify their current business model and performance, and find effective ways 

to improve decision-making quality of business model innovation for achieving 

superior performance in competition eventually. 
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1.4 Dissertation Outline 

 

Figure 1-1 shows organization of the dissertation. This dissertation is 

composed of seven chapters and the contents of each chapter are as follows.  

 

Chapter 1: Introduction. This chapter gives an introduction of this 

dissertation by describing the background of this research. It also presents 

problem statements, the objectives, scope and approaches of the entire research 

effort.  

 

Chapter 2: Research methodology. This chapter outlines the research 

methodology used in this dissertation. This chapter details the research design 

and research process used to achieve the research objectives. Research method 

involving company selection, data collection and statistical analysis is also 

presented.   

 

Chapter 3: Theoretical foundation of business model innovation. This 

chapter establishes theoretical foundation of business model innovation. 

Necessity of business model concept in construction industry is addressed by 

exploring theoretical background, importance and usefulness of business model 

concept. This chapter defines business model and business model innovation 

through reviewing the different streams of business model research. And then, 

three challenging issues for business model innovation are identified through 
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adapting contingency-based approach to business model analysis. Finally, this 

chapter examines research regarding to business model analysis in construction 

and derives limitations.  

 

Chapter 4: Construction business model identification framework. This 

chapter establishes construction business model identification framework. 

Based on existing business model framework, three requirements are deducted. 

This research conceptualizes business model framework which can cover 

deducted requirements. Building on conceptualization of business model 

framework, construction business model identification framework is developed 

and described in detail.  

 

Chapter 5: Analytic approaches to support business mode innovation. 

This chapter develops analytic approaches to support business model 

innovation. This research integrates theoretical foundation referred in Chapter 

3 with construction business model identification framework established in 

Chapter 4. Based on theoretical reasoning and previous research findings, three 

analytic approaches – interrelation of business model components, business 

model components and firm performance, and business model configurations 

and firm performance – are developed and elaborated.  

 

Chapter 6: Application of analytic approaches to business models of 

global construction companies. This chapter describes the results of the 

business model analysis of global construction companies. Analysis procedure 
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with explaining statistical techniques adopted in this research and measurement 

of variables are introduced. And then, according to analytic approaches, this 

research analyzes business models of global construction companies – the 

interrelations between business model components, the relationships between 

business model components and firm performance, and the relationships 

between business model configurations and firm performance. Findings of the 

analysis results and managerial implications drawn from the findings are 

addressed. It is also discussed on how to utilize managerial implications to the 

business model innovation process of global construction companies. 

 

Chapter 7: Conclusions. This chapter summarizes the main results and 

contributions made by this dissertation. It is also addressed some limitations of 

this research and recommendations given on possible future research directions.  
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Figure 1-1. Dissertation Outline 
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Chapter 2. Research Methodology 

 

This chapter outlines the research methodology used in this research. The 

research methodology refers to the overall approach regarding research design, 

process, and method adopted for the collection, analysis, and interpretation of 

data. This research addresses research design, research process and research 

method in this chapter. 

 

 

2.1 Research Design   

 

Figure 2-1 illustrates research design of this research. ‘Business model’ 

can be described as the business logic of a company with relationships between 

corporate decisions performing business activities on the notion of value 

creation and value capture. In order to achieve sustainable competitive 

advantage in global market, senior-level managers of construction companies 

should innovate their business models continuously. ‘Business model 

innovation’ can be defined as changes and / or reconfigurations of corporate 

decisions regarding business scope, market scope and the organizational 

structure etc.  

 

In the business model innovation process, senior-level managers should 

first understand what their business model is. Although every construction 

companies have business models, senior-level managers have difficulties in 
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understanding current business models since most business models exist 

implicitly. ‘Construction business model identification framework’ is a tool 

of identifying and quantifying such implicit business models of construction 

companies. Senior-level managers can identify their current business model 

through construction business model identification framework.  

  

 

Figure 2-1. Research Design 

 

And then, senior-level managers should examine what paths exist for them 

to improve on it. Knowledge derived from the existing business models can be 

utilized in the business model innovation process. However, there is insufficient 

knowledge since extant research on business model analysis have several 
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problems – limited business model framework, limited empirical research of 

business model analysis and business model analysis without theoretical 

foundation. To address these problems, this research develops analytic 

approaches by integrating variables of construction business model 

identification framework with theoretical foundation of business model 

innovation. ‘Analytic approaches’ are contingency-based approach aiming to 

derive useful body of knowledge which can be used systematically in the 

business model innovation.  

 

This research applies business models of global construction companies to 

analytic approaches to support business model innovation and analyzes them. 

The outcome of this research would be the body of knowledge which are the 

analysis results of the interrelations between business model components, the 

relationships between business model components and firm performance and 

the relationships between business model configurations and firm performance. 

The results of this research can provide valuable references and / or guidelines 

for assisting senior-level managers of global construction companies to identify 

their current position, and to improve decision-making quality of business 

model innovation for achieving competitive advantages. 
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2.2 Research Process 

 

The overall research processes are shown in Figure 2.3. The processes 

include two major stages which are development stage and application & 

analysis stage. In development stage, analytic approaches are developed based 

on theoretical foundation of business model innovation and construction 

business model identification framework. Chapter 3 conducts comprehensive 

reviews on business models including business model related theories and 

challenging issues for business model innovation. In Chapter 4, business model 

framework is firstly conceptualized based on requirements for framework 

development derived from literature review on business models in Chapter 3. 

And then, construction business model identification framework which are 

construction industry specific is developed. Analytic approaches which have 

the relationships (based on business model related theories) between variables 

(based on construction business model identification framework) according to 

three issues (based on challenging issues for business model innovation) are 

developed in Chapter 5.  

 

In application & analysis stage, data of selected global construction 

companies are applied to analytic approaches and business models of global 

construction companies are analyzed in chapter 6. Finally, it is discussed on 

how to exploit the analysis results to the business model innovation process of 

global construction companies.   
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Figure 2-2. Research Process 
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2.3 Research Method 

 

Empirical research can be commonly classified into quantitative analysis 

or qualitative analysis (Fellows and Liu 1997). Qualitative analysis seeks to 

gain insights and to understand people’s perceptions of the world. On the other 

hand, quantitative analysis seeks to gather factual data and to study 

relationships between facts, and how such facts and relationships in accordance 

with theories and findings of any previously. This research adopts quantitative 

analysis. This section describes company selection, data collection and 

statistical techniques used for analyzing business models of global construction 

companies in a quantitative manner. 

 

 

2.3.1 Company Selection 

 

Within a national economy, recession and major changes in 

macroeconomics policy can affect a firm (Caves 1996). In this respect, this 

research is focused on empirical evidence of global construction companies 

involved in various countries in order to counteract the country effect on 

business model and acquire generalized knowledge in the context of 

construction industry. The first step of analyze business models of global 

construction companies is company selection. The Engineering News Records 

(hereafter ENR)’s Top 250 International Contractors (it was Top 225 

International Contractors before year 2012) ranking is used as a guide for the 

company selection. In ENR, companies are ranked according to their 
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international construction revenue in the previous year. As the ranked 

construction companies varies over time, this research selects firms which 

ranked in the list at least three times from year 2009 year to year 2014. In here, 

this research analyzes business models after global economic crisis in year 2008 

in order to minimize the impact of special economic environment condition. As 

companies are ranked according to their international construction revenue in 

the previous year, this research uses the ranking lists published in ENR from 

year 2010 to year 2015.  

 

However, it is difficult to collect and analyze business model related data 

across the different countries owing to the language and geographical barriers. 

The use of data reported in financial statements has a long history in the 

literature. This research relies on financial information which can assess 

publicly in a quantitative manner. Accordingly, only publicly listed firms are 

included. Publicly listed firms are better associated with data availability that 

privately owned and are more readily accessible to information pertaining to 

their operations.  

 

 

2.3.2 Data Collection 

 

Data collection is commonly conducted through questionnaire survey or 

interview. However, data collection targeting global construction companies 

across the different countries is difficult and time-consuming task due to the 
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language and geographical barriers as aforementioned. In this reason, actual 

data of companies are used for analyzing business models of global 

construction companies. This research relies on publicly accessible financial 

information through various sources, including Thosmson Reutters Datastream, 

annual reports and ENR.   

 

This research uses data of financial statements offered from each company. 

Financial statements are commonly used to measure managerial performance 

and easy to assess. However, there are several limitations. Fiscal year in 

financial statements can be different by countries since countries uses different 

national accounting system. For example, fiscal year of Korean construction 

companies starts from January while fiscal year of Japanese construction 

companies starts from April. In addition, financial statements have insufficient 

data according to international business because most indicators are not divided 

into domestic and international business. Nevertheless, financial statements are 

useful to analyze a number of companies because of easy to compare and assess. 

Thomson Reutters Datastream database is mainly used to extract financial 

statements as it serves financial information that has a high degree of reliability. 

Annual reports of each company are also used complementally.  

 

This research also uses data of ENR. ENR data has encountered criticism 

as follows (Chen 2005): (1) definitional problems and the self-interest of the 

firms appear because ENR data is obtained by annual self-reporting surveys; (2) 

only the tops 250 international and global contractors are reported; (3) ENR 
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data focuses on revenue with no profit figures provided; (4) ENR systematically 

overstates the aggregate volume of construction activity by double-counting the 

subcontracts already for by the main contracts awarded to other large firm. Even 

though data provided by ENR has above limitations, it is considered as the most 

comprehensive data set for an international comparative study and it is the best 

estimate of worldwide construction activity currently (Crosthwaite 1998). From 

ENR, this research collects not only revenue related information such as 

international revenue, revenue proportion by product segments but also 

information about countries where construction companies worked. Data of the 

selected construction companies are collected over a 6-year period from 2009 

to 2014.  

 

 

2.3.3 Statistical Analysis 

 

Statistical analysis is widely used in quantitative analysis. The flow chart 

of statistical techniques depicted in Figure 2-4 are used when selecting 

appropriate statistical techniques. According to types of data and types of 

question, this research adopts statistical techniques as highlighted in Figure 2-

4. Chi-square test is used when type of data is categorical. Regression analysis 

and correlations analysis are adopted to analyze the relationships between 

variables. This research also uses ANOVA and T-test in order to identify 

differences between groups. The detailed statistical techniques adopted in this 

research are elaborated in the following Section 6.1.2. 
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Figure 2-3. Flow Chart of Selecting Statistical Techniques
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2.4 Summary 

 

Business model innovation is imperative for survival and obtaining 

competitive advantage in current construction business environment. 

Unfortunately, there is insufficient knowledge for supporting senior-level 

managers’ decision-making on business model innovation. This research 

designs to provide useful knowledge for business model innovation through 

analyzing existing business models.  

 

To do this, this research is composed of major two stages – development 

stage and application & analysis stage. In development stage, analytic 

approaches are developed based on theoretical foundation of business model 

innovation and construction business model identification framework. In 

application & analysis stage, data of selected global construction companies are 

applied to analytic approaches and business models of global construction 

companies are analyzed.  

 

This research adopts quantitative empirical analysis. Only publicly listed 

firms are selected and financial information which can assess publicly are used 

in this research. In addition, statistical techniques according to types of data and 

types of questions are used to analyze business models in a quantitative manner.  
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Chapter 3. Theoretical Foundation of     

Business Model Innovation 

 

This chapter establishes theoretical foundation of business model 

innovation. First, the necessity of business model concept in construction 

industry is introduced. Second, this research reviews business model concepts 

in various literatures and business model related theories. Third, business model 

innovation is defined and contingency-based approaches are adapted to analyze 

business models in order to get useful knowledge for business model innovation. 

And then, three challenging issues for business model innovation are drawn. 

Lastly, this research reviews construction management literatures regarding to 

business model analysis and discusses several limitations. 

 

 

3.1 Necessity of Business Model Concept in Construction 

 

Business model concept is used increasingly to explain variations in the 

performance of companies working within the same industry (Zott and Amit 

2007). Business model concept is receiving considerable attention and 

becoming essential for sustainable growth in construction industry. This section 

introduces theoretical background, importance and usefulness of business 

model concept in construction industry. 
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3.1.1 Theoretical Background of Business Model Concept 

 

When the economic environment has become more competitive and 

uncertain, the changes happened more quickly and it makes business decisions 

more complex and difficult. Business model is one of the concepts or tools that 

facilitates business managers to make strategic decisions in this difficult 

environment (Osterwalder 2004). The dramatic increase in the number of 

publications referring to the business model since the late 1990s and early 

2000s with advent of the Internet and globalization (Zott et al. 2011). Recently, 

business model is discovered as relevant locus of innovation (Johnson et al. 

2008, Teece 2010) and determinants of the value creation and value capturing 

logic. In addition, business model is considered to have a considerable 

influence on firm performance. 

 

Scholars have been discussed the relationship between business models 

and strategy. Business model is referred as a critical link between strategy and 

operations or process (Wikström et al. 2010, Osterwalder 2004). Osterwalder 

(2004) positions business models in between the strategic and process layer as 

illustrated in Figure 3-1. Business model reflects the outcome of firm’s strategic 

choices and how the firm executes its strategy (Casadesus-Masnanell and Ricat 

2010, Richardson 2008, Shafer et al. 2005). And business model is generally 

understood as a view of the firm’s logic for creating and commercializing value, 

while operation and process is more about how a business case is implemented 

in processes (Osterwalder et al. 2005).  
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Figure 3-1. Positioning of Business Model                    

(modified from Osterwalder 2004) 

 

Shafer et al. (2005) illustrate the difference between strategy and business 

model as the construction of house. The architect consults with the future house 

owners to understand how they envision the finished house. They then consider 

options in a number of area like main level, second-story master and bedroom 

and create a design to fulfill the vision. This corresponds to the strategy. Then, 

the architect prepares a detailed floor plan and elevation based on the choices 

made during the design process. This corresponds to Business model. Business 

model can be used to help analyze and communicate strategic choices, the floor 

plan can be used to help understand, analyze, and communicate the design 

choices that were made.  
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Business models is more inward looking than strategy because business 

model focused on the activity system side of how a firm create value. While 

strategy is more outward looking because of focusing on competitive 

positioning (Seddon et al. 2004). Strategy focuses on building competitive 

advantage by defending a unique position or exploiting a valuable and 

idiosyncratic set of resources. These positions and resources are created by 

virtuous cycles, so senior managers should develop business models that can 

activate such cycles (Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart 2011). 

 

Meanwhile, Casadesus-Mansel and Ricart (2010) notes that business 

models can be viewed from different aspects and different levels of detail. 

Breiby and Wanberg (2011) identify five levels of business models which are 

the abstract level business model, the industry level business model, the 

corporate level business model, the business unit level business model and the 

product level. The abstract level is a generic and industry independent level 

which describes general principles on how to operate. The industry level is also 

generic, but more centered on how companies are able to operate in an industry. 

The corporate level is a specific, firm centric, less focused on the environment 

and describes how the company operates. The business unit level describes the 

business model of strategic business units within larger diversified corporations. 

The lowest level is the product or service business model level that illustrate all 

the aspects regarding a product or service.  

 

Business model hierarchy of construction company can be shown as 
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Figure 3-2. As aforementioned, this research focuses on corporate level 

business model. Corporate level business model includes a number of different 

business unit level business models where the number, diversity, and 

interdependence of theses business models are related to the scope and 

organizational structure of the corporate level business model (Casadesus-

Masanell et al 2015). Corporate level business model mainly refers to the 

choices of business, which are the business scope choices, and the choices of 

the organizational structure of the firm where business unit level business 

model creates willingness to pay for customers, willingness to sell for supplier, 

sets prices for customers and produces and sell a particular volume of goods or 

services (Brandenburger and Stuart 1996). 

 

 

Figure 3-2. Business Model Hierarchy of Example Company 
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3.1.2 Importance of Business Model Concept 

 

Windapo and Cattel (2011) defines construction industry as “the sector of 

the economy which plans, constructs, alters, maintains, repairs and eventually 

demolishes building of all kinds, architectural, structural and civil engineering 

works, mechanical and electrical engineering structures and other similar 

works”. The construction industry can be regarded as unique industry that is 

characterized by project and array of organizations that come together on ad 

hoc basis for a particular task (Giritli and Oraz 2004). According to Cheah and 

Chew (2005), characteristics of the construction industry can be summarized as 

high fragmentation, limited economies of scale, low entry barrier, sensitive 

environmental factors, complex relationship between contractual situations and 

delivery methods of project, local business and the human aspects as shown in 

Figure 3-3.  

 

The construction industry has been characterized by poor performance for 

decades (Pekuri et al. 2014) and its problems are considered to arise from 

multiple sources. Scholars point out the fragmented structure of the 

construction industry, separation of the design and production process, obsolete 

and short-sighted control of supply chains, low-bid tendering, and narrow 

quality mindset as reasons of low performance. Among them, low-bid tendering 

has become big issue as globalization of construction industry. As increasing of 

international expansions of construction companies in worldwide, construction 

companies have to face foreign competition even when they stay at home 
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country (Gunhan and Arditi 2005). In this circumstance, construction 

companies are forced to propose low costs and operational flexibility offering 

equal value relative to each other in order to winning competition. As a result, 

cost-cutting is the only way to be awarded contracts in project level approach 

and this makes worse construction companies’ profitability.  

 

 

Figure 3-3. Characteristics of the Construction Industry         

(adopted from Cheah and Chew 2005) 

 

In this context, construction companies have led to a growing interest in 

understanding the potential sources of competitive advantage at corporate level. 

Even though strategic management at corporate level is becoming more 
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essential for sustainable growth in global market, most previous research have 

primarily focused on project level or have researched corporate level strategies 

separately (e.g. human resources, business strategy, financial strategy). The key 

challenge facing construction companies lies in how to integrate various 

strategies effectively for success or survival (Cheah and Garvin 2004). Business 

model refers to the basic logic of how company ‘do business’ and reflects the 

outcome of a firm’s strategic choices and how the firm executes its strategy 

(Casadesus-Masnanell and Ricat 2010, Richardson 2008, Shafer et al. 2005). In 

this regard, business model concept is helpful for construction companies.  

 

 

3.1.3 Usefulness of Business Model Concept 

 

Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002) identify the functions of business 

model as: (1) to articulate the value proposition; (2) to identify a market 

segment; (3) to define the structure of the firm’s value chain; (4) to specify the 

revenue generation mechanisms for the firm; (5) to describe the position of the 

firm within the value network; and (6) to formulate the competitive strategy to 

gain advantage over rivals.  

 

In this respect, business model helps decision makers identify, analyze, 

manage the business logic of a company. Given increasingly complex business 

environment, it is difficult to identify simplified business logic. In addition, 

decision makers do not understand the business model in the same way because 
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they have different mental model (Osterwalder et al. 2005). Formalizing 

business models and expressing them in a more tangible way help decision 

makers to communicate and share their understanding of business logic among 

other stakeholders. With identified business model, companies can measure the 

business logic of a company and compare their business model to those of their 

competitors. These analysis results, such as measurement and comparison, 

helps company design a coherent business model and improve decisions on 

innovation. The usefulness of business model approach can be summarized as 

follows.  

 

 

 Describing and explaining the nature of business holistically  

 Understanding and communicating business logic though capturing and 

visualization 

 Enabling measurement, analysis and inter-firm comparison of business 

logic  

 Innovating, designing and changing business activities  

 Simulating and parenting of designed business logic  

 Improving of decisions related to a firm’s success or new ventures 
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3.2 Business Model Concepts and Related Theories 

 

The term of business model is used ambiguously in both academics and 

management practices. Although the number of studies have focused on 

refining business model’s boundaries and theoretical support, there is still no 

consensus on its definition. This section presents business model concepts from 

the various perspectives of researchers and discusses business model related 

theories.  

 

3.2.1 Business Model Concepts 

 

Like the concept of strategy, there is no universal consensus on what  

business model actually is. However, it is becoming clear that it is multifaceted 

concept the meaning of which is being settle through its comparison to other 

concepts such as strategy and its use in empirical research. The definitions vary 

depending on the purpose for which the concept is being used and the 

theoretical perspective of the researchers. Wirtz (2011) classifies business 

model concepts into three approaches which are technological, organizational 

and strategic approach as shown in Figure 3-4.  

 

In technological approach, business model is defined as business 

modelling to system construction, computer and system modeling. Timmers 

(1998) refers business model as an architecture of the product, service, and 

information flows, including a description of the various business actors and 
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their roles, description of the potential benefits for the various business actors, 

and a description of sources of revenues. According to Gordijn and Akkermans 

(2001), business model can answer the question, ‘Who is offering what to 

whom and expects what in return?’. Business model explains the creation and 

addition of value in a multi-party stakeholder network, as well as the exchange 

of value between stakeholders. Amit and Zott (2001) mention that business 

model depicts the design of transaction content, structure, and governance so 

as to create value through the exploitation of new business opportunities.  

 

 

Figure 3-4. Research Stream of Business Model Concepts        

(adopted from Wirtz 2011) 

 

In organizational approach, business model is defined as an abstract 

representation of the company’s architecture. Osterwalder et al. (2005) define 

business model as a description of the value a company offers to one or several 
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segments of customers and of the architecture of the firm and its network of 

partners for creating, marketing, and delivering this value relationship capital, 

to generate profitable and sustainable revenue streams. 

 

In strategic approach, business model is defined as an integrated 

description of entrepreneurial activities in an aggregated form. Magretta (2002) 

refers that business model tells a logical story explaining who your customers 

are, what they value, and how you will make money in providing them that 

value. Morris et al. (2005) describe that business model is concise 

representation of how an interrelated set of decision variables in the arear of 

venture strategy, architecture, and economics. Johnson et al. (2008) note that 

business model reflects the core business of an organization and is useful to 

describe the organization from the perspective of its main mission, and the 

products and services that it provides to its customers. Teece (2010) refers that 

business model articulates the logic, the data and other evidence that support a 

value proposition for the customer, and a viable structure of revenues and costs 

for the enterprise delivering that value. According to Pekuri et al. (2013),  

business model can be described as the way a company operationalizes its 

strategy to concrete business activities or initiatives. Business models relate to 

the value chain concept and the extended notions of value systems 

 

Numerous scholar attempt to explicitly defined the concept but there is 

still no consensus on its definition. One reason for this is that the business model 

concept has been drawn from various academic and functional disciplines, but 
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has gained prominence in none (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom 2002). Despite 

of different definitions, the issues regarding value creation and value capture 

are the common aspects among most of them. In this regards, business model 

can be described as a business logic with relationships between decisions for 

performing business activities on the notion of value creation and value capture. 

 

To put business model simply, it is a representation of its business logic. 

To effort to define business models, scholars have also attempted to determine 

and classify the components that constitute business model. Wikström et al.  

(2000) identify value and flexibility, organization, innovation and growth, 

competence and assets, relationships and collaboration. Chesbrough and 

Rosenbaum (2002) classify components as value proposition, market segment, 

value chain, cost structure, profit potential, value network and competitive 

strategy. Magaretta (2002) presents value proposition, customer and revenue 

sources. Hedman and Kalling (2003) propose a generic business model that 

includes the causally related components which are customers, competitors, 

offering, activities and organization, resources, supply of factor and production 

inputs and the scope of management.  

 

Morris et al. (2005) present business model framework including factors 

related to offering, market factors, internal capability factors, competitive 

strategy factors, economic factors and growth/exit factors. Osterwalder et al. 

(2005) create the business model canvas with nine building blocks which are 

value proposition, partners, activities, resources, customer relationships, 
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channels, customer segments, cost structure and revenue streams. Shafer et al. 

(2005) identify 42 different components that they classified under heading 

which are also present in their definition for the concept -  strategic choices, 

value network, create value and capture value. Kukala et al. (2010) classify 

business model as customers, value proposition for the customer, competitive 

strategy, position in the value network, supplier’s internal organization and its 

key capabilities and logic of revenue generation. Moklesian and Holmén (2012) 

identify components containing value proposition, value configuration, 

customer interfaces, target customer, customer handling, capability, cost 

structure, revenue model and partner network. Mutka and Aaltonen (2013) 

classify into offering, resources and capabilities, internal organization and 

activities, revenue creation logic, customer, value proposition, partner network 

and competitive strategy. Pekuri et al. (2014) propose simplified business 

model framework that contains value creation system, offering and revenue 

model.  

 

Regardless of differences in coverage and depth of business model 

frameworks, it is possible to identify certain similarities that appear in most of 

them. This research divides business model components into dimensional 

questions, ‘who, what and how’ suggested by Markides (2000) as follows. 

 

 Who: target market, customer selection, customer interaction etc. 

 What: value proposition, marketplace offerings, product innovation etc.  

 How: resource system, network of relationships, knowledge leverage etc. 
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3.2.2 Business Model Related Theories 

 

The following theories, resource-based view, transaction cost economics, 

organizational learning theory and configuration theory are applied in various 

studies to analyze business models. 

 

 

Resource-based View 

The resource-based view of the firm is one of the most widely accepted 

and has become a dominant theory. In seminal work ‘The Theory of the Growth 

of the Firm’, Penrose (1959) explores the relationship between firm resources 

and firm growth and it is widely regarded as providing the origin of resource-

based view. Penrose’s work not only represents an important research tradition 

in the subsequent development of resource-based view but also serves to 

provide a theoretical underpinning for the study of firm growth in the form of 

corporate diversification from the perspective of firm resources and capabilities. 

Resources include all assets, organizational processes, firm attributes, 

information, and knowledge controlled by a firm that enables it to conceive and 

implement strategies efficiently and effectively (Barney 1991). Capabilities 

refer to a combination of resources that creates higher-order competencies 

(Madhok 1997).  

 

The resource-based view emphasizes the firm’s resources as the 

fundamental determinants of competitive advantage based on the notion that 
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are firms are heterogeneous and immobility. In other word, different firms 

possess different bundles of resources and capabilities, and some firms within 

the same industry may perform certain activities better than the others based on 

these resource differences (Barney 1991). And resource differences among 

firms can be persistent due to rarity and difficulties in acquiring or imitating 

those resources and capabilities (Barney 1991). However, the resource-based 

view points out that not all the resources could contribute to the firm’s 

competitive advantage and suggests that resource must have four attributes 

(Barney 1991): (1) it must be valuable; (2) it must be rare; (3) it must be 

inimitable; and (4) it must be non-substitutable in order to be source of a 

sustained competitive advantage.  

 

 

Transaction Cost Economics 

Transaction cost economics have evolved from the seminal work of Simon 

(1957) and Thompson (1967), and has been extensively used to explain 

corporate diversification. Transaction cost economics focus on the notion that 

internalization of activities is justified if the total costs of internal execution are 

lower when compared to the costs of external implementation. In other words, 

firms should internalize operations when external markets are relatively 

inefficient. Thus, the balance between internal and external transaction costs 

determines the boundaries of a firm 

 

Transaction cost includes all costs, as well as outputs and inputs, 
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associated with various aspects of the value added chin from the production to 

the consumption of goods and services. They can be costs of monitoring, 

controlling and inspecting performance and product quality, establishing 

networks of suppliers and managing industrial relations, marketing the final 

product and post-sales activities, the movement of people and materials, the 

acquisitions and use of information, and the management of all kinds of risk 

(Dunning 1988).  

 

 

Organizational Learning Theory 

The strategic management literature defines organizational learning as a 

systematic change in corporate behavior due to new knowledge the 

organization generates by sharing prior experience (Levitt and March 1988). 

Absorptive capacity is a function of prior organizational experience, and 

develops dynamically when new knowledge enters the organization. Regarding 

repetitive experience, corporate actions enable a firm to develop absorptive 

capacity for understanding the type of action, thus improving a firm’s ability to 

successfully implement similar types of actions in the future. Accumulative 

experience would translate into explicit knowledge about operating procedures, 

formal systems, and routines, all of which would guide future actions. 

 

Configuration Theory 

The relationship among different components in strategic management 

studies is called configuration. Configuration theory has been widely used in 
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both organization theory and strategic management research. In configuration 

theory, it is important to find out how to best leverage or enforce, and in a 

broader meaning orchestrate, organizational characteristics of a firm in ways 

that enable the implementation of specific strategy type (Hughes and Morgan 

2008), and to assess the impact on firm’s performance (Vorhies and Morgan 

2003). This implies that configuration theory simultaneously considers multiple 

organizational characteristics and represents common alignments among the 

elements of interest, and therefore refers to a multidimensional constellation of 

strategic and organizational characteristics of business. Indeed, configuration 

theory claims that each set of strategic characteristics has a set of ideal 

organizational characteristics, which result in higher performance.  

 

The holistic relationship among these interdependent and yet mutually 

reinforcing organizational characteristics are the main concern of configuration 

theory. Of particular interest is the link between certain strategy types on the 

one hand, and organizational configurations representing the implementation of 

such strategies on the other. Thus, the main concern of configuration theory is 

how to orchestrate organizational characteristics of a firm for given business 

strategy to achieve strategic goals.  
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3.3 Business Model Innovation and Challenging Issues  

 

In today’s increasingly complex and fast-changing environment of 

construction industry, business model innovation has become accepted as 

critical factor to successes. This section describes business model innovation 

defined in this research. Contingency-based approaches are adapted to business 

model analysis for contributing to enhanced performance outcome. Finally, 

challenging issues business model innovation are drawn.   

 

 

3.3.1 Business Model Innovation 

 

In the IBM 2006 global CEO study, which was based on interviews 

conducted with 765 corporate and public sector leaders worldwide, 65 percent 

of leaders anticipated fundamental change in their industries in the next two 

years. As a strategic response, many CEOs are innovating in operations and/or 

products and services. But firms that were financial outperformers put twice as 

much emphasis on business model innovation as underperformers.  

 

Business model innovation has been widely discussed and defined in the 

literature but no consensus for a precise definition of the construct has been 

achieved (Zott et al. 2011). Multiple definitions have been presented, each with 

a different angle on business model innovation. According to Heij (2014), 

research on business model innovation can be categorized into two main stream 
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as seen in Table 3-1, focusing either on replication that is innovation within the 

framework of the existing business model, or on renewal that is innovation goes 

beyond the framework of the existing business model.  

 

To conceptualize business model replication, it is built on related concepts, 

including business model development (Schneidar and Spieth 2013), self-

imitation (Aspara et al. 2010), and business model evolution (Demil and 

Lecocq 2010). Business model replication can be defined as the ‘re-creation of 

a successful model (Szulanski and Jensen 2008), in which a firm leverages 

business model components and their interdependencies by developing and/or 

upscaling them within the framework of an existing model to create and capture 

more value from it. The focus of business model replication is on improvement 

of existing methods of value creation and appropriation through incremental 

changes to an existing business model. Business model replication has been 

increasingly recognized as an important source of competitive advantage 

(Lambert and Davidson 2013), and its purpose is to maintain or improve a 

firm’s competitive position (Winter and Szulanski 2001). Business model 

replication provide cost advantages because it allows the firm to operate more 

efficiency (Szulanski and Jensen 2008, Zott and Amit 2007). It can also increase 

revenue, because it allows a firm to capture more value from its existing 

business model (Szulanski and Jensen 2008) by increasing its competitive 

advantage or by overcoming previous limitations (Voelpel et al. 2005).  
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Table 3-1. Types of Business Model Innovation (adopted from Heij 2014) 

 Business model replication Business model renewal 

Purpose 

• Maintain, improve or expand 

competitive position 

(leverage success) 

• New and/or more sustainable 

competitive position (create 

new success) 

Definition 

• Leveraging business model 

components and their 

interdependencies by 

development and/or 

upscaling them within the 

framework of an existing 

business model in order to 

create and capture more 

value from it, either in a 

different geographical 

context or over time 

• Introduction of new business 

model components and new 

complementary effects which 

go beyond the framework of 

an existing business model to 

create and capture new value 

Key 

characteristics 

• Refinement of existing 

business model components 

• Strengthen complementarities 

among existing business 

model components 

• Incrementally refined way of 

remaining active in existing 

markets, or entering similar, 

but geographically different, 

market 

• Obtain new 

complementarities among 

business model components 

• Create new 

complementarities among 

business model components 

• Aggressive move in existing 

markets or entering new 

markets 
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To conceptualize business model renewal, it is built on related concepts, 

including reinvention (Johnson et al. 2008), and some scholars (Giesen et al. 

2007, Schneider and Spieth 2013) just call it business model innovation. 

Business model renewal can be defined as the introduction of new business 

model components and new complementary effects which go beyond the 

framework of an existing business model in order to create and capture new 

value (Heij 2014). Business model renewal involves creating new 

complementary effects among business model component through a 

fundamental revision of a model (Cavalcante et al. 2011). Business model 

renewal enables companies to make radical improvement in value for 

customers (Zott and Amit 2007) as new business model components are 

introduced (Morris et al. 2005). 

 

The problem with innovating business models is that only a few managers 

understand their companies’ current business models well enough to develop 

them further or to change them at the right time (Linter and Cantrell 2000, 

Johnson et al 2008). In addition, difficulties in innovating business models are 

related to the problem of recognizing what might be the appropriate model 

(Chesbrough 2010). With innovation management’s increasing focus of on 

business model innovations, different scholars started to investigate how 

existing knowledge could be systematically utilized in the business model 

innovation process. In innovation management, it is a broadly accepted finding 

that, even though some innovations are totally new and discovery-based, the 

vast majority are driven by fusions or combinations of existing knowledge 
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(Hargodon, 2002). Since the adaption of available solutions is a very effective 

and less risky way to innovate, the systematic usages of ‘the existing’ is a 

crucial part of systematic innovation processes (Hampton, 1997). In this respect, 

this research limits business model innovation to business model replication.  

 

As aforementioned, studying the corporate level business model in 

construction industry is important. It is about investigating topics such as the 

management of a portfolio, synergies, conflicts, and cannibalization among 

businesses of construction companies. From the business model replication 

perspective, corporate level business model innovation can be defined as 

reconfigurations of the corporate choices such as business scope and / or target 

market choices, which results in logics of value creation and value capture at 

the corporate level that are new to the market. In other words, Innovations in 

business models at the corporate level may be fostered by changes in the 

business scope and / or market scope that create compelling new value 

propositions.   

 

 

3.3.2 Contingency-Based Approach to Business Model Analysis  

 

A fundamental question for achieving competitive advantage and superior 

performance is why some companies succeed while others fail. The 

contingency theory proposes that firm performance is a consequence of the fit 

between a set of contingencies such as structure, people, technology, strategy 
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and culture (Tosi and Slocum 1984). Contingency-based approach suggests that 

there is no optimal strategy for all organization and posits that the most 

desirable choice of strategy varies according to certain factors. Contingency 

theorists use the concept of fit which assumed to contribute to enhanced 

performance outcomes (Deng and Smyth 2013). Drazin and Van de Ven (1985) 

introduce the three different conceptual approaches to fit which are the selection, 

interaction and systems approach as follows:  

 

 Selection approach: organizational context is related to organizational 

structure without examining whether this context-structure relationship 

affected performance.  

 Interaction approach: fit is an interaction effect of the context and the 

organizational structure on performance.   

 System approach: empathizes the need to adopt multivariate analysis to 

examine consistent patterns among dimensions of contingency factors, 

organizational context, structure and performance. Consequently, an 

organizational pattern of structure and process has to be selected that 

matches the set of contingency factors faced by the firm. In other words, 

the effect of sets of contingency factors and structural factors on 

performance is examined.  

 

Business model innovation focuses on the business model components as 

the innovation subject (Zott et al. 2011). In order for achieving competitive 

advantages or superior performance, business model innovation occurs not only 
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when its components change, but also when those components are combined in 

different ways (Zott and Amit 2007). In this regard, this research adapts the 

contingency-based approach for business model analysis. Figure 3-5 illustrates 

how to be adapted contingency-based approach for business model analysis. 

Use of knowledge getting from business model analysis can be key for an 

effective and efficient business model innovation.   

 

 

Figure 3-5. Adaptation of Contingency-Based Approach for Business 

Model Analysis 

 

The selection approach and the interaction approach represents a proven 

approach to break down the business model into its independent core 

components and to investigate the known solutions for each component 
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separately in order to explore the total set of relationships and its impact on firm 

performance. Whereas, the system approach is the systematic search for and 

usage of taxonomies, it could be shown that this approach is not just suitable 

for incremental innovations but even for breakthrough innovations. 

Accordingly, this research derives knowledge through understanding business 

model components dynamics based on selection approach, investigating the 

main and interaction effect of business model components based on interaction 

approach and identifying the types of business model configurations based on 

systems approach. 

 

 

3.3.3 Challenging Issues for Business Model Innovation 

 

Systematic use of knowledge derived from business model analysis based 

on contingency approach can be key for an effective and efficient business 

model innovation. Based on selection, interaction and system approach, this 

research draws three challenging issues for business model innovation as 

follows.  

 

 

Challenging Issue 1 – Understanding Business Model Components 

Dynamics 

Bundled knowledge on business model components dynamics must be 

presented and implemented in order to successfully innovate (Krumeich et al. 
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2015). Scholars propose that business model components are interrelated and 

interdependent (Hedman and Kalling 2003), suggest that dynamics have to be 

considered when designing business model (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom 2002, 

Johnson et al. 2008). Good business model will be coherent in a sense that 

various attributes will fit together in a way that it makes sense (Magretta 2002) 

 

Business model comprises a number of different components and they are 

interrelated. The relationship between each components is essential for the full 

understanding of how business model work in practice. The need for knowledge 

on dynamic insights on business model can be described by a car manufacturing 

(Krumeich et al. 2015). Car consists of an engine, a braking system, four tires 

and many more. To build a car that stand out from competitor, it is essential to 

know how these components related to each other and need to be aligned. This 

means that the strongest motor engine is not sufficient to be best car. The 

suspension system as well as the braking system are well –adjusted and aligned 

to the engine performance. In other words, it depends on the optimal alignments 

in the sense.  

 

Similarly, the relationships between business model component are 

essential for understand the business model as whole and should be more 

emphasized because of a need for the most appropriated business model design. 

The change of one business model component could direct or indirectly affects 

the other business model components as they are connected with each other. In 

case of both being dependent and influencing on other components, it can be 
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called mutual dependency, namely interdependencies.  

 

In terms of business model innovation, it is important to know what 

influence business model components have on others. No single component 

should be regarded or changed in isolation. Business model innovation force 

mangers to think rigorously about their businesses and focus their attention on 

how well all the components of a system fit together as a whole. Morris et al. 

(2005, 2013) consider business model to comprise a number of different 

components, and believe that those components and their interdependencies can 

be used to create and capture value, thereby contributing to the firm’s 

competitive advantage. This type of holistic approach reduces the risk that 

when performance effects are examined, only certain components of business 

model will be considered (Lambert and Davidson 2013), or that 

interdependencies between components may be overlooked 

 

Given the increasing concern for what dependencies and 

interdependencies between business model components, several research has 

been done in this subject. Demil and Lecocq (2010) provide the ROCV 

framework which has three interrelated components – Resources and 

Competence (RC), internal and external Organization(O) and Value proposition 

(V). The core idea behind the RCOV framework is that a modification of one 

of the business model components will influence other elements. Mokhlesian 

and Holmén (2012) review green construction publications to investigate what 

components of the business model change when a construction-related 
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company undertakes green construction, and ascertain whether there are any 

specific relations between changes in different business model components. 

Krimeich et al. (2015) attempt to discover structure relation between business 

model components by analyzing numerous individual literature sources. They 

derive components as value offering model, value capturing model, value 

creation model and cooperation model which are categorized by having the 

same interdependencies and dependencies with other components. They 

emphasize that knowledge about business model component dynamics must be 

presented and implemented in order to successfully innovate and adapt  

business model. 

 

 

Challenging Issue 2 – Investigating the Main Effects and Interactions 

of Business Model Components on Firm Performance 

 

The question what drives firm performance has received considerable 

research attention and has remained of continuous interest in strategic 

management. While a long tradition of research has analyzed many 

determinants of firm performance, the effect of business model components has 

become an entity of recent and growing interest. Recent studies initiate that the 

firm’s business model plays significant roles in determining the firm’s 

performance. Malone et al. (2006) find out that some business models do have 

a better financial performance than others. Afuah (2004) focuses on firm’s 

profitability and introduces a strategic framework in which the business model 
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is conceptualized by means of a set of components that corresponds to the 

determinants of firm profitability. Aforementioned, business model innovation 

occurs when its components change. For successful business mode innovation, 

it is important to understand which and how business model components 

contribute to competitive advantage and firm performance. 

 

In interaction approach, fit is the interaction of multi pairs of business 

model components which affect firm performance. This indicates that there is 

no one best way to manage business model. Conceptually, moderation exists if 

the effect of one business model component on firm performance depends on 

level of other business model components, which are termed contingency 

factors (moderators). Scholars have examined a wide range of contingency 

factors, such as aspects of the environment, organization structure, technology, 

and marketing choices. In this light, business model components can be 

contingency factors as well as independent variables which have main effect on 

firm performance.  

 

According to Howell et al. (1986), there are four types of moderator which 

are neutralizers, substitutes, enhancers and supplements as shown in Figure 3-

6. Neutralizers interrupt the relationship between business model component 

and firm performance, but they have little or no impact on the firm performance 

themselves. Similar to neutralizers, substitutes neutralize the impact of business 

model component on firm performance, but they weaken the business model 

component’s effect on the firm performance. Enhancers represent a positive 
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moderating influence without considering the impact on firm performance. The 

stronger the enhancers, the stronger the relationship between business model 

components and firm performance. Substitutes influence on the relationship 

between business model components and firm performance, but the interaction 

term is not significant. The effect of substitutes may be to supplement, rather 

than neutralize and enhance the relationship between business model 

components and firm performance.  

 

 

Figure 3-6 Types of Moderator (adopted from Howell et al. 1986) 

 

Exploring interactions of business model components on firm performance 

is useful as a source for considerations when innovating business model. 

Venkatraman(1989) makes a distinction between the strength and form of 
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moderation. The strength of moderation reflects the hypothesis that the business 

model component of the firm performance differs across different levels of the 

moderator, tested by splitting the sample into several subsamples and analyzing 

the difference across subsamples. In contrast, researchers may hypothesize that 

if the firm performance is jointly determined by the interactions of business 

model components (independent variables) and business model components 

(moderator variables), then it reflects the form of moderation, tested by adding 

the interactions of business model components (independent variables) to 

regression model.  

 

 

Challenging Issue 3 – Identifying the Types of Business Model 

Configurations and Firm Performance 

 

Unlike the selection and interaction approaches, the system approach 

consists of several novel alternative methods characterizing the patters of 

interdependencies present in organizations (Drazin and Van de Ven 1985). In 

system approach, firms can be described as activity systems consisting of 

several business model components forming a configuration (Kranich and Wald 

2015). Business model configurations can depict status quo business models.  

 

Configuration can be helpful to understand the dominant organizational 

patterns or to identify relationships between business model components which 

cannot be easily interpreted. This approach is very useful in handling the 
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coalignment of fit among multiple business model components and it is 

appropriate for handling complex relationships. Recognition of similarities and 

differences between business model configurations and the development of 

types of business model configurations are fundamental to business model 

research. Classifying types of business model configurations presents the 

highest meaningful level of abstraction and a static snap-shot of business model 

components dynamics (Kranich and Wald 2015). It provides new ways of 

dividing enterprise populations into homogeneous groups.  

 

Osterwalder et al. (2005) present a fundamental concept of business model 

configuration based on the taxonomy as illustrated in Figure 3-7. A taxonomy 

is an empirically derived classification of objects based on the totality of their 

observable characteristics. According to Osterwalder el al. (2005), business 

model configuration types are generic but contain common characteristics. 

Business model configuration types can be subjected to other management 

studies including research into the relationship between business models and 

firm performance and business model innovation (Lambert and Davidson 2013). 

As a high internal fit lead to positive reinforcement effects and thus to higher 

performance, identifying types of business model configurations helps 

innovation process throughout contributing a better understanding of business 

model design and advancing the understanding of best practices needed both in 

theory and practice (Bonakdar 2015).  
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Figure 3-7. A Fundamental Concept of Business Model Configuration 

(modified from Osterwalder et al. 2005) 
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3.4 Business Model Analysis in Construction 

 

Despite the growing interest of business model concept in general, it is 

less discussed and researched in the field of construction sector compared to 

other sectors. The business model concept has not attracted much attention in 

construction-related literature thus far and the few studies exist as summarized 

in Table 3-2. 

 

Bygballe and Jahre (2010) examined how construction companies 

maintain a balance between multiple logics and how they handle tensions 

between them through a case study from the Norwegian construction industry. 

Kujala et al. (2010) suggested use of solution-specific business models with six 

key business model components and developed a typology of five solution-

specific business models based on a power plant supplier firm. Wikström et al. 

(2010) identified nineteen business models through multiple case study 

comprising six project-based firms and grouped them into three categories 

based on the organizational entity. Mokhleslan and Holmén (2012) investigated 

what components of business model change when undertaking green 

construction and ascertained relations between changes in different business 

model components. Pekuri et al. (2013) explored how managers understand and 

deploy the business model concept in construction. They interviewed eight 

experienced managers and analyzed using the theoretical aspects of business 

models as a reference. Mutka and Aaltonen (2013) used the business model 

concept to study the mechanisms of generating revenues in five delivery 
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projects in a case firm from the mining and metallurgical industry. They 

explored the role of project level business models in a project-based firm. 

Pekuri et al. (2014) illustrated how the business model approach can be used in 

analyzing and managing value creation of a construction company through 

applying presented business model framework to three cases from the Finnish 

construction industry.  

 

There are little studies on business model analysis in construction. This 

research examines extant studies according to four research themes as shown 

in Table 3-2. Most extant studies have focused on research theme (1), namely, 

early stage of business model analysis. Kujala et al. (2010), Wikström et al. 

(2010) deal with not only research theme (1) but also research theme (3) and (4) 

at project level. Only Mokhleslan and Aaltorien (2013) cover research them (2) 

at corporate level. Lambert and Davidson (2013) review existing empirical 

research in the field of business model analysis (not construction industry) from 

1996 to 2010 and point out that most research on business model analysis is 

descriptive and conceptual based on case studies or focused on a specific firm. 

This research finds out that extant studies in construction also conduct case 

studies involving one or a few cases in on specific area (i.e. Norway, Finland).  

In this respect, it is required to analyze business models of construction 

companies with addressing corporate level research themes in a quantitative 

manner. 
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Table 3-2. Research of Business Model Analysis in Construction 

Authors 
Research themes Strategic 

level 

Empirical part 

1 2 3 4 Method Case Area 

Bygballe & Jahre (2010) ⃝    
Corporate 

level 
Interview 1 firm case Norway 

Kujala et al. (2010) ⃝  ⃝ ⃝ Project level Interview 1 firm case Unspecified 

Wikström et al. (2010) ⃝   ⃝ Project level 
Interview & documents 

& workshop 
6 project cases Unspecified 

Mokhleslan & Holmén 

(2012) 
⃝ ⃝   

corporate 

level 
- - - 

Pekuri et al. (2013) ⃝    
Corporate 

level 
Interview 8 firm cases Finland 

Mutka and Aaltonen 

(2013) 
⃝    

Corporate & 

Project level 
Interview 

5 projects 

cases 
Unspecified 

Pekuri et al. (2014) ⃝    
Corporate 

level 

Interview & documents 

& website 
3 firm cases Finland  

Note: Research themes stemmed from challenging issues for business model innovation in Chapter 3.3.3 (1 = business model concept; 2 = business 

model components dynamics; 3 = business model components and firm performance, 4 = business model configurations and firm performance) 
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3.5 Summary 

 

Construction business environment is characterized by growing 

complexity, triggered by hyper competition and globalization. In this 

circumstance, construction companies have led to a growing interest in 

understanding the potential sources of competitive advantage. In this respect, 

business model concepts are receiving considerable attention and becoming 

essential for sustainable growth of company. Business model facilitates senior-

level managers to make decisions in terms of helping them identify, analyze, 

manage the business logic of a company. Business model reflects the outcome 

of firm’s strategic choices and how the firm executes its strategy. 

 

The definitions of business model vary depending on the purpose for 

which it is being used and the theoretical perspective of the researchers. Based 

on reviewing extant definitions, this chapter redefined business model as a 

business logic with relationships between decisions for performing business 

activities on the notion of value creation and value capture. It was also 

attempted to divide business model components into dimensional questions, 

‘who, what and how’. In addition, it was reviewed business model related 

theories – resource-based view, transaction cost economics, organizational 

learning theory and configuration theory – applied in various studies when 

analyzing business models.  

 

In today’s increasingly complex and fast-changing environment of 
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construction industry, business model innovation has become accepted as a 

critical factor to success. This research limits business model innovation as 

business model replication which is innovation within the framework of the 

existing business model since the adaption of replication is more effective and 

less risky way to innovate. In this respect, this research considers business 

model innovation as changes and combinations of business model components 

and adapts contingency-based approaches – selection. interaction and system 

approach – in order to analyze business models.  

 

Based on three approaches for business model analysis, challenging issues 

for business model innovation – understanding business model components 

dynamics, investigating main effects and interactions of business model 

components on firm performance and identifying the types of business model 

configurations and firm performance – were drawn and discussed. Lastly, this 

chapter reviewed literatures on business model analysis in construction industry. 

Only few extant studies have addressed challenging issues for business model 

innovation. Moreover, most extant studies have conducted business model 

analysis qualitatively. In order to derive useful knowledge for supporting 

senior-level managers’ decision-making, it is required to analyze business 

models of construction companies with addressing challenging issues for 

business model innovation in a quantitative manner. 
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Chapter 4. Construction Business Model 

Identification Framework 

  

This chapter constructs construction business model identification 

framework. First, this research derives three requirements for framework 

development based on the literature review of existing business model concepts 

and business model analysis in Chapter 3. Building on three requirements and 

theoretical roots, business model framework is conceptualized as component 

layer, decision layer and proxy layer. Second, based on the conceptualized 

business model framework, this research presents the establishment process of 

business model identification framework in the context of construction 

companies, namely construction business model identification framework. 

Finally, this research constructs and describes construction business model 

identification framework concretely according to each component.  

 

 

4.1 Conceptualization of Business Model Framework 

 

Business model framework plays a role of a tool for helping senior-level 

managers understand and identify the business logic of their firm. To be useful, 

business model framework should be reasonably simple, logical, measurable, 

comprehensive, and operationally meaningful (Morris et al. 2005). But existing 

business model frameworks in construction field are too abstractive for 
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comparing between business models over the same line (i.e. corporate level, 

business unit level and project level) and too generic for covering construction 

specific context. In addition, existing business model framework are mostly 

descriptive without specific decisions or measures as exemplified in Figure 4-

1. Due to these limitations, it is difficult to identify business models of 

construction companies and compare between them. It is also difficult to 

analyze business models in a quantitative manner.  

 

 

Figure 4-1. An Example of Existing Business Model Framework and Its 

Applications (Pekuri et al. 2014)  

 

To overcome the limitations of existing business model frameworks, three 

requirements are derived. First, business model framework should hierarchize 

information of business model. Second, business model framework should 
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reflect construction industry specific context within the framework of the 

generic one. Third, business model framework should be both descriptive and 

calculative. A detailed explanation of fundamental requirements are as follows.  

 

 

Hierarchical Levels of Detail on Business Model Components 

Business models exist only as abstract concepts or mental models in the 

head of people. Because people have different mental model, they will not 

automatically understand the same thing under same business model and people 

are not always capable of communicating business model in a clear way 

(Osterwalder 2004). Business model framework plays a role of tool which can 

transform different ideas about business model to a common language using a 

certain number of components and sub dimensions. According to Daft and 

Albers (2013), the design of the business model component should be oriented 

toward the commonly used distinction of decision levels of a company, namely 

the normative, tactical, and operative levels.  

 

However, most existing business model frameworks in construction 

industry have only abstractive components such as activities, resources, value 

propositions etc. When conducting case studies, representations of firm’s 

business logic are entirely depended on interviewee and interviewer’s opinion. 

As a result, business logics are described as mixed decisions across the 

corporate level, business unit level and project level. In addition, decisions at 
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the same level can be even explained from another angle. Therefore, 

hierarchical levels of detail on business model components are required.  

 

 

Construction Specific Context within the Frame of the Generic one 

An overall accepted definition of business model and its defining 

components are still lacking (Zott et al. 2011). Most extant approaches follow 

a similar logic of describing a company using a certain number of components. 

Even though there are distinct characteristics between industries, industry-

specific contexts ate not reflected in the components. One of the contribution 

of business model framework is in improving the management of the business 

logic of the company. In order to identify the value creation system of given 

company, business model components need to be general and comprehensive, 

and able to grasp the specifics of value generation process in settings of 

different industries (Daft and Albers 2013). Therefore, it is required to reflect 

construction specific context within the frame of the generic one.  

 

 

Both Descriptive and Calculative Approach  

Business model framework can help senior managers not only analyze 

their business model but also compare it to the ones of their competitors. Most 

existing business model frameworks in construction industry are descriptive 

type which allows a description of the business logic and generated value. The 

descriptive approach is useful to analyze and manage business models if senior 
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managers compare their company with a few competitors. However, as 

increasing comparison targets, detailed studies of company’s business models 

are inappropriate because there is too much freedom on how to interpret 

business models. An old business maxim suggests, “You cannot manage what 

you cannot measure”. While helpful to understand a company’s overall logic of 

value creation and capture in a descriptive manner, quantitative analyses should 

be also complemented in order to derive generalized knowledge. Therefore, 

both descriptive and calculative approach are required.   

 

Building on three requirements and theoretical roots, business model 

framework is conceptualized in this research. A common feature of business 

model conceptualization is that they consider business model as configurations 

of multiple components (Morris et al. 2005). In order words, business model 

components are starting point of conceptualization of business model 

framework and should be hierarchize the level of detail as mentioned above. In 

this research, the existing components which cover mixed levels of abstraction 

are subdivided into three layers termed the ‘component layer’, ‘decision layer’ 

and ‘proxy layer’.  

 

The component layer represents common business logics of companies. 

Most business model frameworks presented in the existing literature only 

describe this layer. While the component layer is adequate to capture the 

generic scheme of companies’ business logic, decision layer indicates strategic 

choices which are construction industry-specific scheme. Strategic choices are 
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formulated on the three distinct levels: the corporate level, the business unit 

level and project level. There can be one or more strategic choices, namely 

decision variables according to each component variable. Sustainable 

competitive advantage ultimately depends on the ability of the senior managers 

to make decisions at this layer. Both component layer and decision layer help 

senior managers understand and communicate the business logic of the 

company in descriptive manners. On the other hand, proxy layer provides 

measures which can calculate strategic choices of each company in calculative 

approach. There can be one or more proxy variables according to each decision 

variable. To sum up, conceptualized business model framework in this research 

has component layer, decision layer and proxy layer which can cover both 

generic and construction industry schemes through descriptive and calculative 

approach as illustrated in Figure 4-2.  
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Figure 4-2. Conceptualization of Business Model Framework
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4.2 Establishment Process of Construction Business 

Model Identification Framework 

 

Based on the conceptualized business model framework, this research 

establishes business model identification framework for construction 

companies, namely construction business model identification framework. 

The purpose of establishing construction business model identification 

framework is not only to create a template for identifying business models 

of construction companies but also to build up the basis of analytic 

approaches to support business model innovation. The flow chart of 

framework establishment process is illustrated in Figure 4-3. 

 

 

Figure 4-3. Flow Chart of Framework Establishment Process 
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The first step is to select common component variables which help 

senior-level managers to understand and describe the business logic of 

construction companies. According to Markides (2000), every companies 

need to position itself appropriately in three dimensional questions 

comprised of ‘who’, ‘what’ and ‘how’ of business. This means senior-level 

managers must ask themselves the questions who they should target as 

customers, what product or services a company should offer, and how these 

activities can be delivered best to customers and how company can make 

money. In this respect, components of business model should be selected 

based on dimensional questions of ‘who’, ‘what’ and ‘how’. Many of studies 

have identified a number of components that are characteristic of different 

business models. These components, expressed in different terms by 

different authors can be categorized on the basis of three dimensional 

questions as previously mentioned.  

 

The second step is to derive decision variables according to each 

component. This step demonstrates how component variables of the 

framework can be applied to companies operating in construction industry. 

Decision variables in this research are construction industry specific 

strategic choices. In order to derive decisions variables at corporate level, 

this research reviews literatures of construction strategic management 

regarding to critical success factors, competitiveness factors, competitive 

advantage and international strategies of construction companies. 

 

The third step is to investigate proxy variables which can represent and 
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measure derived decision variables. This research creates pool of proxy 

variables firstly which have used and been accepted in previous research and 

confirms proxy variables which are collectible among them.  

 

Empirical research into corporate level management within the 

construction industry is lacking due to the data gap. Owing to the language 

and geographical barriers of global construction companies, data on global 

construction companies is difficult to collect. For such a reason, construction 

business model identification framework established in this research is 

limited to use publicly available data. For example, vertical integration is a 

crucial decision variable of global construction companies’ business. 

However, this research does not include vertical integration despite of its 

importance since most construction companies do not publicly offer data 

related to vertical integration (i.e. revenue according to material supply, 

design / consulting service, construction, property development etc.).   

 

Moreover, the format of data open to the public varies in different 

companies and countries. This results in limited construction business 

model identification framework. For instance, proxy variables of human 

resource can be employee productivity, human experience and investment 

in education and training according to the previous research. Some 

construction companies provide sufficient data but others do not. Even 

though three proxy variables of human resource are derived, this research 

can adopt only employee productivity which can commonly get sufficient 

data from the majority of construction companies.  
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4.3 Description of Construction Business Model 

Identification Framework 

 

On the basis of the establishment process of framework in the previous 

section, this research proposes construction business model identification 

framework that consists of four component variables which are key 

resources, target customer, offering and revenue generation. The proposed 

construction business model identification framework is applicable 

primarily to the corporate level in case of multinational and multi-business 

construction companies. This section goes into the detail about proposed 

construction business model identification framework.  

 

4.3.1 An Overview of Construction Business Model Identification 

Framework 

 

Business model generally refers to the logic of how to run a business 

by referring to value creation, where some benefit for someone is created in 

terms of product or a service by the firm, and value capture, meaning the 

company profits or gets a return on the created value (Chesbrough and 

Rosenbloom 2002, Magretta 2002, Teece 2010). To provide a clear picture 

of the construction business model identification framework, this research 

employs three dimensional questions, the who, the how and the what. Figure 

4-4 describes the proposed construction business model identification 

framework at the narrative point of view. 
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Figure 4-4. Description of Construction Business Model  

 

In the who dimension, it should answer the question ‘Who is the target 

customer?’ (Magretaa, 2002). Every business model serves a certain 

customer group (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom 2002). Target customer is 

one central dimension in designing business model (Morris et al 2005). The 

what dimension depicts what is offered to the target customer. This notion 

is commonly referred to as the customer value proposition (Johnson et al. 

2008) or the value proposition (Teece 2010). It can be defined as a holistic 

view of a company’s bundle of products and services that are of value to the 

customer (Osterwlader 2004). The how dimension describes two 

components. One is key resources that can answer the question ‘how is the 

offering created?’. To build and distribute the offering, construction 

company has to master several processes and activities aligned with the 
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involved resources (Hedman and Kalling 2003). The other is revenue 

generation that points to the elementary question, ‘how do make money in 

the business?’. It unifies aspects such as the cost structure and the applied 

revenue mechanisms.  

 

Construction business model identification framework proposed in this 

research is demonstrated in Table 4-1. As decision variables of key 

resources, human resource, physical resource and financial resources are 

derived in this research. Country scope and regional scope are decision 

variables of target customer and industry scope and product scope are 

decision variables of offering. Revenue generating project and region are 

selected as decision variables of revenue generation. The detailed 

description of construction business model identification framework 

according to each component are in the following Section 4.3.2 – 4.3.5.   
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Table 4-1. Construction Business Model Identification Framework 

Component Layer Decision Layer Proxy Layer 

Component Variables Abbr. Decision Variables  Abbr. Proxy Variables Types 

Key Resources KR 

Human Resource HR Employee Productivity Numeric 

Physical Resource PR Capital Intensity Numeric 

Financial Resource FR Capital Structure Numeric 

Target Customer TC 
Country Scope CS Country Diversification Numeric 

Regional Scope RS Regional Diversification Numeric 

Offering  OF 
Industry Scope IS Industry Diversification Numeric 

Product Scope PS Product Diversification Numeric 

Revenue Generation RG 

Revenue Generating  

Project 
RP 

Project Types 
1. Architecture project 
2. Civil engineering project 
3. Plant project 
4. Multi projects 

Categorical 

Revenue Generating  

Region 
RR 

Geographical Regions 
1. Asia & Australia region 
2. Europe region 
3. North America region 
4. Multi regions region 

Categorical 
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4.3.2 Key Resources  

 

In order to create value, a company needs resources (Wernefelt 1984). Key 

resources describe the most important assets needed to make business model 

work. Resources of organization contribute to competitive advantage and 

ultimately the performance differences. Human resource, physical resource and 

financial resource are derived as key resources for construction companies as 

follows.    

 

Human Resource 

Human resource is primary asset of construction companies (Gunhan and 

Arditi 2005). Human resource plays an important role for the achievement of 

competitive advantage because firms could select employees with high ability 

and train them in a way to reach unique skills, difficult to imitate by other firms, 

and this could lead to a sustained competitive advantage (Huselid et al., 1997). 

The advantages of productivity as measures of human resource are relatively 

simple, understandable, and comparable across firms within an industry. 

Accordingly, employee productivity is used as a proxy variable and defined as 

following Eq. 4-1. In this research, the logarithm of employee productivity is 

used because of the strong positive skewness in the distribution of this variable.  

 

Employee productivity = ln (Total Revenue / Total Number of 

Employee)                                              (Eq. 4-1) 
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Physical Resource 

The definition of physical resources by Grant (2002) refers to the level of 

sophistication of the technology possessed by the firms. Physical resources 

encompass the firm’s physical technology, plant and equipment, geographic 

location, and access to raw materials (Barney, 1991). Freidman (1984) lists 

equipment and field resources as a primary strength for construction companies. 

A contractors’ capabilities with respect to equipment, and plant constitute 

important factors considered in the assessment of potential bidders in 

international construction (Neo 1976). According to Short et al. (2007), capital 

intensity is employed as a proxy of physical resources and can be measure as 

following Eq.4-2. Capital expenditure is a company’s investments in property, 

plant, equipment and other capital assets. Capital investment is a reflection of 

strategy that has been shown to have a strong relationship with firm 

performance across studies.  

 

Capital Intensity = (Capital Expenditure / Total Revenue) × 100  

(Eq. 4-2) 

 

Financial Resource 

Financial resource indicates a company’s strength in the market in terms 

of its capacity to carry out project (Isik et al. 2010). Adequate financial 

resources ensure the company can get into risky situations that have a prospect 

of high returns (Isik et al. 2010). As a proxy variable, capital structure is 

employed and defined as shown Eq. 4-3 (Jung et al. 2012). Capital structure is 
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capable of measuring the resource availability and constraints of each firm. This 

ability will naturally affect the capability of a firm to diversify and use resources 

for business group enterprises (Chang and Hong 2002), and thus capital 

structure significantly affects firm performance (Palich et al. 2000). 

 

Debt Ratio = (Total Liabilities / Total Equity) × 100          (Eq. 4-3) 

 

 

4.3.3 Target Customer 

 

Target customer describes a segment of customer a company wants to 

offer value to (Osterwalder 2004). The senior managers should specify the 

nature and scope of the market in which the firm will compete. Once this 

decision made, business model can be designed around a strong understanding 

of specific customer need (Osterwalder 2004). Globalization and the lowering 

of international barriers provide the possibility of new opportunities to 

construction companies (Gunhan and Arditi 2005). International expansion is 

an important factor to the growth and survival of construction companies. 

Construction companies make a decision to expanding their business into 

international markets and into a particular country. In this regard, decisions on 

target customer can be classified into country scope (Grant et al. 1988, Geringer 

et al. 1989) and regional scope (Li and Qian 2005) as shown in Figure 4-5.  
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Figure 4-5. Decisions on Target Customer  

 

Country scope 

Country scope can be defined as the expansion into individual foreign 

countries (Li and Qian 2005). In the global economy, no market is forever safe 

from foreign competition. Even when companies stay at home, they eventually 

have to face foreign competition. Although the economies of most countries are 

affected by the state of the industrialized economies, the demand for design and 

construction services in certain international markets can be high when it is low 

at home (Kangari and Lucas 1997). Country diversification is a proxy variable 

of country scope and can be measured as following Eq.4-4 (Jung et al. 2012, 

Han et al. 2010, Dikmen et al. 2009, Chen et al. 2016).  

 

Country Diversification = (International Revenue / Total Revenue) × 100               

(Eq. 4-4) 
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Regional Scope 

Regional scope can be defined as diversification into a relatively 

homogeneous cluster of countries which are physically and culturally less 

distant (Pan et al. 2010). According to multinational theory, standardization of 

products is possible when operating in markets within a homogenous 

geographic region (Tallman and Li 1996) because the countries in a 

homogenous region share the same market characteristics. In this context, 

construction companies which work in multination may face high costs related 

to cultural differences which are associated with difficulties in transferring 

competitive advantage and knowledge between different regions. As a proxy 

variable of regional scope, regional diversification is defined as shown in Eq. 

4-5. For regional diversification, the entropy measure suggested by Li and Qian 

(2005) is applied. This measure considers the number of countries in which a 

construction company operates and relative importance of each country to total 

regions. A higher value on regional diversification means a firm has its portfolio 

of revenue balanced over larger number of regions. This research classified the 

regions into North America, Latin America, Caribbean Islands, Europe, Middle 

East, Asia/Australia, North Africa, Central and Southern Africa, 

Antarctic/Arctic as following Engineering New Records (ENR) classification.   

 

Regional Diversification = ∑ 𝑃𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1 ln

1

𝑃𝑖
                   (Eq. 4-5) 
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Where N is number of regions, 𝑃𝑖 is the proportion of number of countries 

where a firm work in ith region to construction company’s total number of 

countries in all regions. 

 

 

4.3.4 Offering  

 

Offering refers to anything offered to the market that might satisfy a wants 

or a need of the target customers. Offerings can range from products, services, 

solutions, experiences, and information, all the way to properly adapt to internal 

and external environmental changes, such as structural changes in construction 

industry, deterioration of economic conditions, inefficiency internal 

organizational skills, and limitations of business abilities. To cope with such 

environmental changes, it is necessary to minimize risks and enhance enterprise 

value through portfolio diversification (Palepu 1985, Chang and Thomas 1989). 

The construction industry is known to be highly competitive and generally poor 

in terms of profitability. An investigation into the possible reasons for the 

differences in profitability between firms showed that the degree and type of 

offering diversification is a major factor.  

 

Offering diversification into markets unrelated to construction provides 

construction companies with alternative paths to follow during downturns of 

the construction sectors and increases their flexibility. Integration into markets 

related with construction gives construction companies differentiation 
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advantages, independence and robustness to related market conditions. In this 

regard, this research classifies decisions on offering into industry scope 

(unrelated diversification) and product scope (related diversification) as 

illustrated in Figure 4-6.   

 

Figure 4-6. Decisions on Offering  

 

Industry Scope 

Industry scope covers the growth in business unrelated to construction 

entering attractive sectors that are thought to minimize risks and increase 

profitability. Construction industry is known to be risky as most of companies 

face the risk of non-continuous construction workload and the cost of idleness 

is significant during these periods. One way to survive during these times is to 

use cash generated by construction works to invest in unrelated business. By 

investing in different business, overall financial risk to the construction 

company can be minimized and ensure a stable workload and cash stabilization 

in the fluctuating nature of construction demand. In this respect, construction 

companies may increase the number of businesses they are serving and number 
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services they are providing. Tourism, finance, energy and foreign trade are 

among the popular sectors where the global construction companies are 

diversified. Industry diversification is a proxy variable of country scope and 

can be measured as following Eq.4-6 (Dikmen et al. 2009).  

 

Industry Diversification = (Non-Constr. Revenue / Total Revenue) × 100   

                                                (Eq. 4-6) 

 

 

Product Scope 

Product scope covers the entrance into construction-related product like 

pre-construction activities (e.g. Production of construction materials), post-

construction services (e.g. Operation of power plants) or complementary 

services/product (e.g. Manufacturing of furniture). Related diversification 

covers the development of new capabilities and increasing resources (investing 

in new equipment, hiring new personnel etc.) to provide new services in 

construction-related business. There are several reasons for performing related 

diversification of construction companies. They aim to control quality, quantity 

and price of supplies. By producing their own materials, construction 

companies improve the efficiency of construction works and results in higher 

profitability. Although some investment is necessary initially, in the long run, 

it pays back with lower cost of construction and price advantage in tenders.  

 

In this respect, construction companies try to diversify their product scope. 
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As a proxy variable of product scope, product diversification is defined as 

shown in Eq. 4-7. To measure the degree of product diversification, the widely 

used the entropy measure proposed by Jacquemin and Berry (1979) is applied 

(i.e. Kim et al. 2011, Choi and Jeffry 2005). This research classifies the product 

segments into general building, manufacturing, water supply, sewer/water, 

transportation, power industry/petroleum, hazardous waste, 

telecommunications as following ENR classification.  

 

Product Diversification = ∑ 𝑃𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1 ln

1

𝑃𝑖
                    (Eq. 4-7) 

 

Where N is number of construction product, 𝑃𝑖 is ith product revenue 

share of total product revenue. 

 

 

4.3.5 Revenue Generation 

 

Revenue generation refers to how money flows into the organization or its 

sources of business. This component measures the ability of the firm to translate 

the value it offers to its customer into money and they generate revenue streams. 

The competitive pressures in construction industry are likely to vary in 

accordance with construction activity as the different segments of companies 

serve and different economic sectors (Horta et al. 2013). In this respect, this 

research classifies decisions on revenue generation into revenue generating 

project and revenue generating region.  
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Revenue generating project 

Revenue generating project can be described as the major project which 

construction company concentrates on and makes revenue. Revenue generating 

project effects on construction company’s resource combination which creates 

higher-order competencies and vice versa. For instance, the companies 

focusing on architecture are associated with house hold demand and the 

companies concentrating on civil engineering mainly serve the government 

demand (Horta et al. 2013). It could contribute to the firm’s competitive 

advantage because revenue generating project makes construction companies’ 

differences which are valuable, inimitable and non-substitutable.  

 

Project types can be proxy variables of revenue generating project 

(Dikment et al. 2009, Sung 2014) and revenue generating project is categorical 

variable unlike other decision. This research classifies project types into 

architecture project, civil engineering project, plant project and multiple 

projects. Based on ENR’s categories of revenue generation which describe 

product segments, architecture project includes general building and 

manufacturing. Civil engineering project contains water supply, sewer/water 

and transportation. Power industry and petroleum belongs to plant project. This 

research uses 50 percent as the reference point for defining revenue generation 

project as following Sung (2014). For example, if revenue sum of power 

industry and petroleum gain over 50 percent of total revenue, plant project type 

can be defined as revenue generating project. The detailed definitions are as 

follows.  
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 Architecture project: (Revenue from general building and 

manufacture / Total revenue) × 100 ≥ 50 %  

 Civil engineering project: (Revenue from water supply, sewer/water 

and transportation / Total revenue) × 100 ≥ 50 %  

 Plant project: (Revenue from power industry and petroleum / Total 

revenue) × 100 ≥ 50 %  

 Multiple project: Revenue of each project type < 50 %  

 

 

Revenue Generating Region 

Similar to revenue generating project, revenue generating region can be 

described as the major region which construction company concentrates on and 

makes revenue. Construction companies gain revenue from projects in 

worldwide. There are differences of economic environment, market 

competitive intensity and policies in each region. For example, North America 

is the leading region in terms of advanced technology while Asia offers a huge 

market as demands for housing are constantly growing as the population 

increase and more people movie into cities (Horta et al. 2012). Geographical 

regions can be proxy variable of revenue generating region (Yee and Cheah 

2006). Since the selected construction company samples seldom generate 

revenue from some regions such as Africa, Latin America, Middle east etc., this 

research classifies regions into Asia/Australia region, Europe region, North 

America region and Multiple regions. This research uses 50 percent as the 

reference point for defining revenue generation region as follows.  
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 Asia/Australia region: (Revenue from Asia/Australia / Total revenue) 

× 100 ≥ 50 %  

 Europe region: (Revenue from Europe / Total revenue) × 100 ≥ 50 %  

 North America region: (Revenue from North America / Total revenue) 

× 100 ≥ 50 %  

 Multiple region: Revenue of each geographic region < 50 %  
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4.4 Summary 

 

Business model framework plays a role of a tool for helping senior-level 

managers understand and identify the business logic of their firm. Nevertheless, 

existing business model frameworks in construction industry have several 

limitations. They are too abstractive for comparing between business models 

over the same line, too generic for covering construction specific context and 

too descriptive for analyzing business models quantitatively. To overcome 

these limitations, three requirements – hierarchical levels of detail on business 

model components, construction specific context within the frame of the 

generic one, and both descriptive and calculative approach – were derived and 

discussed. Building on three requirements, this chapter conceptualized business 

model framework with component layer, decision layer and proxy layer which 

can cover both generic and construction industry schemes through descriptive 

and calculative approach. 

 

Having the conceptualized business model framework, this chapter 

established business model identification framework for construction 

companies, namely construction business model identification framework. First, 

based on dimensional questions of ‘who’, ‘what’ and ‘how’, common 

component variables which help senior-level managers to understand and 

describe the business logic of construction companies were selected. Second, 

decision variables according to each component were derived from literatures 

of construction strategic management regarding to critical success factors, 
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competitiveness factors, competitive advantage and international strategies of 

construction companies. Third, proxy variables which can represent and 

measure derived decision variables were investigated and collectible proxy 

variables are confirmed.  

 

This chapter developed construction business model identification 

framework which is consisted of four component variables (key resources, 

target customer, offering and revenue generation), nine decision variables 

(human resource, physical resource, financial resource, country scope, regional 

scope, industry scope, product scope, revenue generating project and revenue 

generating region) and nine proxy variables (employee productivity, capital 

intensity, capital structure, country diversification, regional diversification, 

industry diversification, product diversification, product types and 

geographical regions). 
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Chapter 5. Analytic Approaches to Support 

Business Model Innovation 

 

This chapter presents analytic approaches to be developed in this research. 

This research integrates construction business model identification framework 

which is constructed in Chapter 4 with challenging issues for business model 

innovation and business model related theories which are elaborated in Chapter 

3. Based on theoretical reasoning and previous research findings, this research 

proposes analytic approaches which have the relationships between variables 

of business model and describes three analytic approaches – interrelation of 

business model components, business model components and firm performance, 

and business model configurations and firm performance – with theoretical 

foundation.  

 

 

5.1 An Overview of Analytic Approaches 

 

The outcome of this research would be the body of knowledge which are 

able to support decision-making of the senior-level management in global 

construction companies when designing or innovating their current business 

model. As aforementioned, business model innovation focuses on the business 

model components as the innovation subject. This research uses variables of 
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construction business model identification framework established in Chapter 4 

as business model innovation subjects. In Chapter 3.3.3, three challenging 

issues for business model innovation – understanding business model 

components dynamics, investigating the main effects and interactions of 

business model components on firm performance and identifying the types of 

business model configurations and firm performance– are identified. Based on 

variables and three challenging issues for business model innovation, this 

research develops three analytic approaches – Interrelation of business model 

components, business model components and firm performance and business 

model configurations and firm performance. The detailed relationships are 

formed in accordance with business model related theories referred in Chapter 

3.2.2. Figure 5-1 depicts how to develop analytic approaches aiming to derive 

useful body of knowledge for business model innovation. This research 

introduces each analytic approach as follows.  
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Figure 5-1. Development of Analytic Approaches to Support Business Model Innovation
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On the basis of the challenging issue on understanding business model 

components dynamics, analytic approach regarding interrelation of business 

model components is developed as illustrated in Figure 5-2. From resource- 

based view, effects of key resources and revenue generation on target customer 

and offering (① of Figure 5-2) are investigated. In addition, the relationships 

between target customer and offering (② of Figure 5-2) are identified based 

on resource-based view, transaction cost economics and organization learning 

theory. 

 

 

Figure 5-2. Interrelation of BM components 

 

Based on the challenging issue on investigating the main effects and 

interactions of business model components on firm performance, analytic 

approach regarding business model components and firm performance is 

constructed as shown in Figure 5-3. In this analytic approach, the main effects 

and interactions of target customer on firm performance (① of Figure 5-3), the 

main effects and interactions of offering on firm performance (② of Figure 5-

3) and the interactions of target customer and offering on firm performance (③ 
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of Figure 5-3) are investigated on the basis of resource-based view, transaction 

cost economics and organizational learning theory. In here, in order to increase 

the robustness of analysis, this research employs three different firm 

performance measures.   

 

 

Figure 5-3. BM components and firm performance 

 

In terms of challenging issue on identifying the types of business model 

configurations and firm performance, analytic approach with regard to business 

model configurations and firm performance is established as depicted in Figure 

5-4. In this analytic approach, existing types of business model configurations 

and their performance are identified based on the configuration theory. This 

research discerns business model configurations in two ways. One way is 

identification of the existing groups which have similarities of business model 

configurations (① of Figure 5-4). Another way is identification of business 

model configurations which are outperformed or underperformed (② of Figure 

5-4). The following Sections 5.1 – 5.4 describes the theoretical reasoning of the 

integrated analytic approaches underpinned by business model related theories 
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and empirical evidence from the previous research. 

 

 

Figure 5-4. BM configurations and firm performance 
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5.2 Analytic Approach 1 – Interrelation of Business Model 

Components 

 

Decisions regarding the scope of construction companies’ activities in 

terms of their target customer and offering in which to participate are the 

essence of business model. Decisions on target customer and offering, namely 

diversification, have been acknowledged as two dominants strategies of firms 

(Caves 1996, Mudambi and Mudambi 2002) and have become important in 

recent years due to progressive rise of the competition among firms and 

increasing globalization in construction industry (Horta et al. 2016). 

 

In this respect, analytic approach 1 aims to identify the internal reasons 

stemming from the firm that can explain target customer and offering decided 

by construction companies. The natural questions that follow are ‘what drove 

construction companies’ decisions on target customer and offering?’ and ‘Does 

decisions on target customer constrain or boost decisions on offering, and vice 

versa?’. To address this question, the followings are need to examine.  

 

 Effects of key resources and revenue generation on target customer and 

offering 

 Relationships between target customer and offering 

 

Every company should be considered as a set of tangible and intangible 

resources from the point of view of resource-based view (Barney 1991). Such 
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resources are transformed into organizational capabilities when organized for 

the accomplishment of some administrative routines. The capacity to 

coordinate and manage resources creates the organizational capabilities. Every 

company makes use of resources and capabilities from the moment it starts to 

operate and put in practices its administrative routine.  

 

Given the adoption of both target customer diversifications and offering 

diversification in construction companies became more widespread in recent 

years, it is need to better understanding of the requirements for deciding scope 

of target customer and offering and how construction companies can do this 

successfully. The resource-based view considers a firm as a unique bundle of 

resources and capabilities and postulates that a firm’s unique portfolio of 

resources influences on decisions on target customer and offering. The 

resource-based view has contributed to provide explanation about the 

diversification that the construction company is going to adopt depending on 

the resources and capabilities it may share with the new market or business. 

However, not all resources are useful in pursuing both target customer 

diversification and offering diversification. In order to investigate the 

determinants of target customer and offering decision from the resource-based 

view, this research will examine effect of key resources and revenue generation 

on target customer and offering.  

 

Meanwhile, when making strategic decisions regarding the target 

customer and offering, managerial choices are likely to be made concurrently. 
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In construction industry, many internationally diversified firms also operate in 

multiple business markets. The selection of the best alternatives is required 

because the scope of target customer influences the scope offering, and vice 

versa. There are different rationales and arguments suggesting the 

complementarity or substation nature of their relationship. 

 

A positive relationship can be draw from the resource-based view and the 

organizational learning theory. Scope of target customer and scope of offering 

are complementary decisions that enable a firm to maximize its utilization of 

firm’s proprietary assets. Same firm-specific propriety assets may foster both 

decisions. In addition, firms that have accumulated experiences from managing 

multi-business firms can relatively easily diversify internationally, and vice 

versa. The diversity enhances the ability to absorb knowledge by providing rich 

and more varied backgrounds, which eases cognitive limits and enables firm to 

develop its own complementary knowledge pertaining to a market. Therefore, 

prior experience in both diversifications would enable firms to pursue both 

diversification simultaneously. 

 

On the contrary, there are other arguments suggesting the trade-off 

relationship between decision on target customer and decision on offering by 

building on both resource-based view and transaction cost economics. Given 

firm’s fixed bundle of resources, a decision to expand firm’s offering scope 

places a constraint on its ability to expand target customer, and vice versa. In 
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addition, an expansion of scope will increase coordination and control costs 

associated with carrying out the transactions. As results, increased costs of 

pursuing both diversification would make these decisions interdependent and 

lead to substitute relationship.  

 

Although some of these diversification decisions may be taken at the 

project level, most major decisions are dealt with at the corporate level. Senior-

level managers of construction companies may choose to utilize their given 

bundle of resources to expand geographically or business-wise including the 

choice of foreign locations and business areas in order to effectively control and 

coordinate them. The selection of each strategic alternative affects the other. In 

this regard, relationships between target customer and offering will be explored.  
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5.3 Analytic Approach 2 – Business Model Components 

and Firm Performance 

 

As pointed out by Langford and Rowland (1995), diversification of target 

customer occurs with aim to increase long-term profitability, to maintain 

shareholders return, to spread risk over greater operating basis, to facilitate 

growth and to avoid saturation in domestic market. Concerning diversification 

offering, the reasons for engaging in new business activities are to enter 

industries more profitable than the company’s current business, to exploit 

economies of scale or scope, to create synergies and cost advantages, to use 

existing resources and capabilities and to avoid fluctuations or cycles affecting 

the company core activity.  

 

Horta et al. (2016) recently emphasize that companies need to be aware of 

the benefits and risks involved in the different scope of target customer and 

offering to be able to select the best alternatives to enhance performance and 

gain competitive advantage. When construction companies consider expanding 

target customer and offering, they should consider whether their decisions will 

perform better. In particular, knowledge of how to manage decisions on target 

customer and offering in a synergistic manner is critical. In this respect, analytic 

approach 2 aims to identify the best alternatives to enhance performance of 

construction companies when deciding target customer and offering. 

 

 Main effects of target customer (country scope and regional scope 
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separately) and interactions of country scope and regional scope on firm 

performance 

 Main effects of offering (industry scope and product scope separately) and 

interactions of industry scope and product scope on firm performance 

 Interactions of target customer and offering on firm performance  

 

Diversification of target customer provides the opportunities to exploit 

market imperfections across different countries, and helps firms to achieve 

economies of scale and scope, and permits to spread investment risks by 

reducing fluctuation in revenue. In addition, Diversification of target customer 

can enhance the firm’s knowledge base and capabilities through the experiential 

learning it gets from operating in foreign markets and can gain greater market 

power by expanding overseas. All of these benefits bolster a positive 

relationship exists between geographic diversification and firm performance.  

 

On the other hand, expanding overseas increases uncertainty in geographic 

markets. Transaction cost economics suggests that diversification of target 

customer leads to produce heavy costs such as market entry costs, cost of 

coordination among business units in different countries, and information-

processing costs. Multinational firms face high costs related to cultural 

differences which are associated with difficulties in transferring competitive 

advantages and knowledge between different regions. Under certain conditions, 

these costs might surpass the benefits (Sambharya 1995). 
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However, the physical proximity and cultural similarity can lead to lower 

costs of transaction and coordination (Sushil 1991). Multinational firms that 

operate in countries clustered in a homogeneous region may face lower cost 

than countries clustered in several heterogeneous regions. The reason is the 

countries in a homogeneous region share the same market characteristics and it 

is easier for firms to exploit synergy as the competencies developed in one 

country can be easily applied to another in the same region. In this regard, main 

effects of target customer (country scope and regional scope separately) and 

interactions of country scope and regional scope on firm performance will be 

explored. 

 

The resource-based view provides a basis for why a firm would diversify 

their offering into related activities. By leveraging excess resources and 

managerial capabilities into new product markets, the firm can achieve 

economies of scale and scope which results in higher performance. Synergy is 

also created by sharing resources, assets, capabilities and competencies which 

will either force operating costs down. In addition, diversification of offering 

lessens the possibility of going bankrupt by investing into different or newer 

industries.  

 

However, highly diversified firms without the benefit of shared underlying 

resources and capabilities would not provide this types of advantage. Because 

resource-based view is premised on shared underlying resources or capabilities. 

Transaction cost economics indicates that as firms become more diversified 
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they face increasing internal costs. Business diversification could be costly to 

companies, as it may increase managerial, structural and organizational 

complexity, cause greater coordination and integration costs, strain top 

management resources, limit organizational attention, and inhibit companies’ 

ability to respond to major external changes. In this regard, this research will 

examine the main effects of offering (industry scope and product scope 

separately) and interactions of industry scope and product scope on firm 

performance will be explored. 

 

Meanwhile, the benefit and costs of offering diversification on the 

performance of internationally diversified firms have been argued in various 

theoretical domains. Based on organizational learning theory, experience 

learned from managing offering diversification helps build capabilities in 

managing target customer diversification activities (Hitt et al. 1997). Firms 

learn from the success and mistakes of past collective experience, and they can 

apply these structural mechanisms in dealing with diversified activities to 

facilitate transactions across geographic markets and reduce costs and time in 

the decision making process (Kogut and Zander 1992). In addition, as offering 

diversified firms expand into multiple regional market, there are greater 

opportunities to achieve synergies, economies of scope and scale and market 

power.  

 

Nevertheless, implementing both diversification may be detrimental to 

firm performance due to the costs which comes from the impact on the internal 
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control mechanism, the unfitness adjustment between corporate internal 

settings and external environment, and the increasing need for coordination and 

governance created by diversity. 

 

As discussed above, the ability of firms to create value from geographical 

diversification also depend on their choices of business diversification. 

Construction companies have become diversified both their target customer and 

offering. An important issue is synergy that occurs when two diversifications 

collectively offer greater benefits than they do by operating individually. In this 

regard, this research will examine how offering diversification moderates the 

effects of target customer diversification on firm performance.  
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5.4 Analytic Approach 3 – Business Model Configurations 

and Firm Performance 

 

According to configuration theory, when organization components are 

consistent with each other and holistic, rather than piecemeal, analysis should 

be applied. In this context, the configuration can be applied for the design and 

management of business models. Scholars suggest business model 

configurations in terms of business model composition (Weill and Vitale, 2001), 

business model decision-making (Morris et al., 2005) and business model 

maturity. This kind of research is also important for business model innovation 

as it can help assessing the novelty of business model.  

 

In this respect, analytic approach 3 aims to identify patterns and 

combinations of business model components and reveal their synergistic effects 

lead to specific outcomes. Analytic approach 3 starts from two nature questions: 

‘what kind of business model configurations have construction companies and 

what are their performance’ and ‘what business model configurations are 

associated with high and low level of firm performance in construction 

companies’. To address these questions, the followings are need to identified.  

 

 Business model configurations with respect to similarities of decisions  

 Business mode configurations with respect to differences of performance 
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5.5 Summary 

 

This research uses variables of construction business model identification 

framework as innovation subject. Based on challenging issues for business 

model innovation, three analytic approaches – interrelation of business model 

components, business model components and firm performance and business 

model configurations and firm performance – were developed by integrating 

variables of construction business model identification framework with 

business model related theories.  

 

On the basis of the challenging issue on understanding business model 

components dynamics, analytic approach 1 regarding interrelation of business 

model components was developed. This approach aims to identify the internal 

reasons stemming from the firm that can explain target customer and offering 

decided by construction companies. From resource- based view, effects of key 

resources and revenue generation on target customer and offering are 

investigated. In addition, the relationships between target customer and offering 

are identified based on resource-based view, transaction cost economics and 

organization learning theory. 

 

Based on the challenging issue on investigating the main effects and 

interactions of business model components on firm performance, analytic 

approach 2 regarding business model components and firm performance was 

constructed. This approach aims to identify the best alternatives to enhance 
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performance of construction companies when deciding target customer and 

offering. The main effects and interactions of target customer on firm 

performance, the main effects and interactions of offering on firm performance 

and the interactions of target customer and offering on firm performance are 

investigated on the basis of resource-based view, transaction cost economics 

and organizational learning theory.   

 

In terms of challenging issue on identifying the types of business model 

configurations and firm performance, analytic approach 2 with regard to 

business model configurations and firm performance was established. This 

approach aims to identify patterns and combinations of business model 

components and reveal their synergistic effects lead to specific outcomes. 

Existing types of business model configurations and their performance are 

identified based on the configuration theory. This research discerns business 

model configurations in two ways. One way is identification of the existing 

groups which have similarities of business model configurations. Another way 

is identification of the existing groups which are outperformed or 

underperformed.  
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Chapter 6. Application of Analytic Approaches to 

Business Models of Global Construction 

Companies 

 

This chapter describes the results of business model analysis applied to 

global construction companies. Firstly, it briefly introduces methodology 

adopted in this research. Secondly, business models of global construction 

companies are analyzed by applying developed analytic approaches in this 

research. The interrelations between business model components, the 

relationships between business model components and firm performance, and 

the relationships between business model configurations and firm performance 

are examined. This research addresses findings of the analysis results and draws 

managerial implications from the findings. Finally, it is discussed on how to 

utilize managerial implications to the business model innovation process of 

global construction companies. 

 

 

6.1 Methodology 

 

This section describes selected sample of global construction companies 

and analysis procedures with explaining statistical techniques adopted in this 

research. Measurements of the independent variables, dependent variables and 
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control variables employed in this research are also explained. Descriptive 

statistics and correlations are used to check initial data for any violation of the 

assumption of statistical techniques.  

 

 

6.1.1 Sample 

 

Based on the aforementioned selection process in Chapter 2.3.1, a total of 

72 construction companies are selected as the sample of this research (see 

Appendix A). Among total construction companies, 36 originated from 

Asia/Australia region – South Korea, China, Japan, Australia, Taiwan and India, 

26 from Europe region – Spain, U.K., Italy, Germany, France, Greece, The 

Netherlands, Portugal, Denmark, Austria and Sweden, and 10 from North 

America region – Canada and United States. Although the data of 72 

construction companies over a 6-year period (from year 2009 year to year 2014) 

are gathered, this research ends up with a final data of 403 firm-year 

observations because of missing accounting data in some years for some firms.  

 

 

6.1.2 Analysis Procedures 

 

Several statistical techniques are employed in accordance with purposes 

of each analytic approach – Interrelation of business model components, 

business model components and firm performance, and business model 
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configurations and firm performance. The statistical package used in this 

research is SPSS ver.23. The statistical techniques are selected based on the 

flow chart of statistical techniques in Figure 2-3. The detailed analysis 

procedures and statistical techniques are as follows. 

 

 

Interrelation of Business Model Components  

The purpose of analytic approach 1 is to examine the effects of key 

resources and revenue generation on target customer and offering. The 

relationships between target customer and offering are also identified to 

understand the interrelations between business model components. In order to 

analyze above two issues, several statistic techniques are used as follows. The 

multiple regression analysis is employed to explore effects of key resources and 

revenue generation on target customer and offering and identify the 

relationships between target customer and offering. Pallant (2007) suggests that 

the multiple regression analysis is a statistical technique that can be used to 

explore the predictive ability of a set of independent variables on one dependent 

measure. It also provides an assessment about the model as a whole and the 

relative contribution of each variable that make up the model. Multiple 

regression analysis uses the beta coefficient, which is the standardized 

coefficient of each independent variable are standardized by the mean value of 

0 and standard deviation of 1. Decision variables of each business model 

component have different scales. In this respect, the multiple regression 

analysis is useful to analyze interrelation of business model components. 
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To test curvilinear relationships between target customer and offering, 

regression model begins with the introduction of the linear term for independent 

variable (𝑋𝑖𝑡) in Eq. 6-1 and then with the quadratic term (𝑋𝑖𝑡
2 ) in Eq. 6-2 as 

follows. 

 

𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝐶𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡                           (Eq. 6-1)  

 

𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑋𝑖𝑡
2 + 𝛽3𝐶𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡                   (Eq. 6-2)  

 

Where 𝑌𝑖𝑡 = the dependent variable, 𝑋𝑖𝑡 = the independent variable, 

𝐶𝑖𝑡=the control variable, 𝛽0,  𝛽1, 𝛽2, 𝛽3 = the unknown constant, and 𝜀𝑖𝑡= 

the random error. 

 

 Prior to testing, Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) is used to check the 

multicollinearity between the variables of the regression model. A value of VIF 

greater than 10 suggests that multicollininearity may cause problems with the 

estimations. Multicollinearity is considered to be acceptable if VIF is between 

1 and 10 (Samprit and Ali 2006). Durbin-Watson statistical measures are also 

used to check the independence of residuals. In general, a value close to 2 is 

considered appropriate, whereas a value closer to 0 or 4 is considered 

inappropriate (Samprit and Ali 2006). 
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Business Model Components and Firm Performance 

The purpose of analytic approach 2 is to examine the main effects and 

interactions of target customer and offering on firm performance. This research 

uses the multiple regression analysis to analyze the main effects of target 

customer and offering. The moderated regression analysis is employed to 

analyze the moderating effects (interactions) between target customer and 

offering. The moderated regression analysis is a frequently used technique in 

strategic management to examine how the relationship between two 

independent variables affects a dependent variable. The moderated regression 

analysis involves two-step approach. The general equation in the first step can 

be presented as Eq.6-3. The coefficient of determination, multiple R-square (R2), 

records the proportion of variation in the dependent variable explained by all 

the independent variables. The possible value of the measure falls between 0 

and 1. The closer R2 is to 1, the better the correlation provided by the set of 

independent variables (𝑋𝑖𝑡). In the second step, the moderator variable (𝑀𝑖𝑡) is 

included as shown in Eq. 6-4.  

 

𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑀𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡                          (Eq. 6-3) 

 

𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑀𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3(𝑋𝑖𝑡 × 𝑀𝑖𝑡) + 𝜀𝑖𝑡            (Eq. 6-4) 

 

Where 𝑌𝑖𝑡 = the dependent variable, 𝑋𝑖𝑡 = the independent variables, 

𝑀𝑖𝑡 =the moderator variables, 𝛽0,  𝛽1, 𝛽2, 𝛽3 = the unknown constant, and 

𝜀𝑖𝑡= the random error. 
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To deal with potential multicollinearity between the independent variable 

and the moderator, mean-centering is conducted before multiplying them. 

Centering the continuous variable does not have any statistical effect on the 

estimate of the interaction in regression equation. Centering is accomplished by 

subtracting the mean score of the variable from that variable, thus creating a 

new variable with a mean of zero and a standard deviation equal to the original 

standard deviation. Two criteria can be used to determine whether the 

moderating effect is significant or not. First, the inclusion of the moderator 

variable in Eq. 6-3 produces a significant increase in the squared multiple 

correlation (R2) when compared with the general regression analysis (Eq. 6-3). 

And the standardized coefficient of the moderator variable (𝛽3) in Eq. 6-4 is 

significant in explaining the dependent variable.   

 

Fisher Z test (F-test) can be used to measure the increment in R2 due to the 

interaction effect as following Eq. 6- 5. ∆𝑅2 is considered as significant if the 

calculated F-value for ∆𝑅2 is significant at p < 0.1.  

 

F = [(𝑅𝐹
2 − 𝑅𝑅

2)/(𝐾𝐹 − 𝐾𝑅))/((1 − 𝑅𝐹
2)/(𝑁 − 𝐾𝐹 − 1))     (Eq. 6-5) 

 

Where 𝑅𝐹
2  and 𝑅𝑅

2  = squared multiple correlations of the full and 

restricted models respectively, 𝐾𝐹 and 𝐾𝑅 = number of b weights in the full 

and restricted models respectively, and N is equal to the sample size. The degree 

of freedom for the F-test are (𝐾𝐹 − 𝐾𝑅) and (𝑁 − 𝐾𝐹 − 1).  
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T-test for regression coefficient is used to examine the significance of the 

interaction variable (𝑋𝑖𝑡 × 𝑀𝑖𝑡)  in explaining the dependent variable (𝑌𝑖𝑡). 

𝑋𝑖𝑡 × 𝑀𝑖𝑡 is considered as significant in explaining Y when the probability of 

error (p-value) is lower than 0.05. 

 

 

Business Model Configurations and Firm Performance  

The purpose of analytic approach 3 is to investigate business model 

configuration types in accordance with similarity of decisions and differences 

of performance. The former classifies types through clustering business model 

components, and the latter categorizes types through assorting companies into 

outperforming group and underperforming group. Detailed procedures of each 

analysis are as follows.  

 

Firstly, in order to identify business model configuration types based on 

the similarity of decisions, two-step cluster analysis is employed. Generally, 

cluster analysis is a method that can form classes of objects with similar 

characteristics. Decision variables of business model components in this 

research have two kinds of types, categorical type (revenue generating projects 

and revenue generating regions) and continuous type (human resource, physical 

resource, financial resource, country scope, regional scope, industry scope and 

product scope). Two-step cluster analysis is employed with respect that it has 

an advantage of the method that can operates with mixed data (both continuous 

and categorical data) in contrast with other cluster technique such as K-means 
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cluster.  

 

The first step is creation of initial clusters, using method of hierarchical 

clustering. This step analyzes the observations and decides if the given 

observation will join in one of the already formed cluster, or whether it will 

form a new cluster. The second step is grouping, where the sub-clusters are 

bases for the analysis, and they are grouped into the required number of cluster. 

In this analysis, the log-likelihood distance measure which is assumed that the 

continuous variables have normal distributions and the categorical variables 

have multinomial distributions and also the variables are independent of each 

other, is used. To determine the number of clusters automatically, the indicator 

BIC (Schwarz’s Bayesian Information Criterion) or the indicator AIC (Akaike 

Information Criterion) are calculated for each different cluster solution with 

different number of clusters in the first step. And then, the initial estimate is 

improved by finding the highest distance increase between the two closet 

clusters during each stage in the hierarchical clustering. After cluster analysis, 

one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) associated with continuous decision 

variables and Pearson’s Chi-square test (cross-tabulation) associated with 

categorical decision variables are conducted to test for homogeneity between 

groups for performance variables. 

 

Secondly, in order for finding out differences of business model 

configurations with respect to firm performance, this research divides the 

construction companies into two groups, outperforming group and 
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underperforming group. The mean values of each performance variable are 

used as the cut-off point for two kinds groups. Outperforming group has a 

higher performance compared with the average performance of total 

construction companies. A t-test associated with continuous decision variables 

and Pearson’s Chi-square test (cross-tabulation) associated with categorical 

decision variables are then carried out to compare the decision variables 

between the outperforming group and the underperforming group.  

 

 

6.1.3 Measurement of Variables 

 

Independent Variables 

Independent variables of this research are variables of construction 

business model identification framework described in Chapter 4. 

 

 

Dependent Variables 

In the analytic approach 1, independent variables can become dependent 

variables. Meanwhile, dependent variables in the analytic approach 2 & 3 are 

firm performance. Firm performance is the level of achievement or finical 

achievement in a specific time period. Scholars have recognized that no single 

performance measure can capture all aspects of the performance of a company. 

No commonly accepted set of performance measure exists because each 

measure has strengths and weakness. Therefore, to alleviate the problems that 
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any single measure may generate criticism, this research uses multiple 

measures. Financial information is the most widely used to measure firm 

performance. In this respect, both accounting based and market-based firm’s 

financial performance measures are adopted as follows.  

 

First, return on assets (ROA) which is widely used measure of financial 

performance is employed for accounting based firm performance. ROA shows 

the profitability of the company’s assets in generating profits. It indicates the 

effectiveness of the company’s assets in increasing shareholders economic 

interest. It also shows the efficiency of management in using its asset to 

generate earnings. ROA is calculated as following Eq. 6-6.   

  

ROA = (Net Incomes / Average Total Assets)               (Eq. 6-6) 

 

Secondly, revenue growth is taken as another accounting based firm 

performance. Revenue growth is used to measure how fast a company’s 

business is expanding. Revenue growth provides an idea of how much a 

company’s revenue are increasing over time and a means of capturing 

competitive advantage. The calculation of revenue growth is described in Eq. 

6-7.  

 

Revenue Growth = (Revenue t – Revenue t-1) / Revenue t-1      (Eq. 6-7) 

 

Where t is the current year. 
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Lastly, market share is employed to measure market based firm 

performance. Market share is a key measure of market competitiveness. This is 

how well a firm is doing against its competitors. Increasing market share is one 

of the most important objectives of business. The main advantage of using 

market share as a measure of firm performance is that it is less dependent upon 

macro environmental variables such as the state of the economy or changes. 

The calculation of market share is shown in Eq. 6-8.  

 

Market Share = (Total Revenue of Company / Total Revenue of 

Construction Market)                                       (Eq. 6-8) 

 

Where total revenue of construction market is revenue sum of companies 

in the list of ENR’s ‘Top 250 International Contractors’. 

 

 

Control Variables  

To control other variables that are important to firm performance, firm size 

is employed. Firm size is related to the amount of resources under managerial 

control. Firm size is normally used as a proxy for competitive position and 

firm’s advantage within an industry (Johnson et al. 1997). Small firms are more 

source-constrained and vulnerable to market competition (Doukas and Lang 

2003) and also have fewer resources to leverage when entering global markets. 

On the other hand, large firms may incur greater coordination costs. In this 

regard, the effect of firm size on the performance of global construction 
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companies is ambiguous (Chang and Wang 2007). Firm size is measured as Eq. 

6-9. In here, the logarithm transformation is used because size is highly skewed 

and extreme values strongly affect correlations with other variables.  

 

Firm Size = ln (Total Assets)                           (Eq. 6-9) 

 

In addition, yearly dummy variables are used to eliminate the trends of 

overall change in firm performance. Five dummy variables are created from 

year 2009 to year 2014.  

 

Table 6-1 shows descriptive statistics and correlations of the dependent, 

independent, and control variables for the 403 firm-year observations. A 

Pearson correlation test is conducted to examine the presence of 

multicolinearity. According to Pallant (2007), multicolinearity exists when 

independent variables are highly correlated (r = 0.9 and above). As can be seen 

from Table 6-1, all of the correlation coefficients are below the threshold level 

as suggested by Pallant (2007).  
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Table 6-1. Descriptive Statistics and Correlations 

 Mean S.D. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

(1) 2.298  3.954  1.000          

(2) 1.270  17.166  0.107*  1.000        

(3) 1.018  1.430  -0.002  0.192**  1.000      

(4) 12.960  0.776  0.087  0.088  0.039  1.000    

(5) 4.009  5.756  0.038  0.027  0.048  -0.327**  1.000  

(6) 72.281  13.263  -0.309**  0.043  0.323**  -0.180**  0.202**  

(7) 44.910  28.935  0.208**  -0.116*  -0.253**  -0.226**  0.143**  

(8) 1.289  0.445  0.157**  0.093  0.268**  -0.230**  0.076  

(9) 16.704  23.278  0.215**  0.008  -0.161**  -0.193**  0.140**  

10) 0.826  0.496  -0.026  -0.036  0.089  0.021  -0.034  

(11) 22.852  1.151  0.044   0.116*  0.724**  0.048  -0.050  

Note: (1) ROA, (2) Revenue growth, (3) Market share, (4) Human resource, (5) Physical 

resource, (6) Financial resource, (7) Country scope, (8) Regional scope, (9) Business scope, 

(10) Product scope, (11) Firm size, ** P < 0.01, * P < 0.05 (2-tailed) 
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Table 6-1. Descriptive Statistics and Correlations (Continued) 

 (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 

(1)             

(2)             

(3)             

(4)             

(5)             

(6) 1.000            

(7) -0.102*  1.000          

(8) 0.034  0.342**  1.000        

(9) -0.242**  0.098*  0.082  1.000      

(10) 0.118*  -0.231**  -0.033  -0.084  1.000    

(11) 0.354**  -0.114*  0.336**  0.031  0.140**  1.000  

Note: (1) ROA, (2) Revenue growth, (3) Market share, (4) Human resource, (5) Physical 

resource, (6) Financial resource, (7) Country scope, (8) Regional scope, (9) Business scope, 

(10) Product scope, (11) Firm size, ** P < 0.01, * P < 0.05 (2-tailed) 
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6.2 Analysis of Interrelations between Business Model 

Components 

 

This section presents the results of analytic approach 1 applied to global 

construction companies. It is analyzed the effects of key resources and revenue 

generation on target customer and offering, and the relationships between target 

customer and offering. The results of analysis can provide the internal reasons 

stemming from the firm that can explain target customer and offering decided 

by construction companies.  

 

 

6.2.1 Effects of Key Resources and Revenue Generation on Target 

Customer and Offering 

 

To explore the effects of key resources and revenue generation on target 

customer and offering, multiple regression analysis is conducted as shown in 

Table 6-2. To assess the problem of multicollinearity and autocorrelation in the 

residuals, the VIF and Durbin-Watson’s residual test are computed, and a major 

problem do not appear (See Appendix C). Model (1), (2), (3) and (4) of Table 

6-2 examine the effects of key resources and revenue generation on country 

scope, regional scope, industry scope and product scope respectively.  

 

The country scope has a positive relation with human resource (Beta = 

0.006) and physical resource (Beta = 0.153), but only physical resource is 
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statistically significant (p < 0.01) as shown in model (1). Financial resource 

(Beta = -0.127) is negatively related to country scope at a significant level (p = 

0.004). Case of revenue generating plant project (Beta = 0.311, p < 0.01) is 

more diversified country scope than architecture project. Construction 

company which generates revenue from Europe (Beta = 0.426, p < 0.01) and 

multiple regions (Beta = 0.0.491, p < 0.01) have positive effects on country 

scope more than construction company generating revenue mainly from 

Asia/Australia region. 

 

Model (2) of Table 6-2 shows that financial resource (Beta = -0.114, p = 

0.020) is negatively related to regional scope at a significant level whereas other 

resources are failed to satisfy the requirement level of significance. 

Construction company which generates revenue from plant project has a 

positive effect on regional scope more than company generating revenue from 

architecture project. In addition, case of revenue generating from Europe (Beta 

= 0.156, p = 0.002), North America (Beta = 0.261, p < 0.01) and multiple 

regions (Beta = 0.372, p < 0.01) are more diversified regional scope than 

Asia/Australia region.  

 

The effects of key resources and revenue generation on industry scope is 

described in model (3) of Table 6-2. Human resource (Beta = -0.229, p < 0.01) 

and financial resource (Beta = 0.176, p < 0.01) have negatively influence on 

industry scope while physical resource (Beta = -0.305, p < 0.01) has positively 

influence on industry scope with statistically significant level. Construction 
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company generating revenue from North America region has more diversified 

industry scope than construction company generating revenue from 

Asia/Australia region.  

 

Model (4) of Table 6-2 indicates that human resource and financial 

resource have positive relationships with product scope. Physical resource has 

a negative relationship with product scope but are not statistically supported at 

the required significant level. Whereas the results show that revenue generating 

from plant project has a negative effect on product scope than revenue 

generating from architecture project. Case of revenue generating from multiple 

projects shows the positive effect on product scope more than architecture 

project. In addition, construction company generating revenue from Europe 

region has more positive effect on product scope than Asia/Australia region. 
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Table 6-2. Effects of KR and RG on TC and OF 

 CS RS IS PS 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 Beta Sig. Beta Sig. Beta Sig. Beta Sig. 

HR 0.006 0.900 -0.080 0.124 -0.229 0.000 0.064 0.244 

PR 0.153 0.000 0.082 0.069 0.176 0.000 -0.038 0.425 

FR -0.127 0.004 -0.114 0.020 -0.305 0.000 0.024 0.643 

RPd1 -0.031 0.570 0.059 0.323 -0.027 0.683 -0.080 0.211 

RPd2 0.311 0.000 0.119 0.048 0.108 0.105 -0.228 0.000 

RPd3 0.075 0.117 0.051 0.336 0.098 0.094 0.298 0.000 

RRd1 0.426 0.000 0.156 0.002 -0.083 0.141 0.148 0.007 

RRd2 -0.082 0.059 0.261 0.000 0.123 0.022 -0.080 0.121 

RRd3 0.491 0.000 0.372 0.000 -0.065 0.201 -0.079 0.110 

Adj.R2 0.456 0.332 0.179 0.235 

F 23.425*** 14.321*** 6.858*** 9.245*** 

Note: The standardized regression coefficients are described, Firm size and dummy variables of year are included but not shown, 
***p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1 
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6.2.2 Relationships between Target Customer and Offering 

 

To test relationships between target customer and offering, multiple 

regression analysis with offering as an independent variable when target 

customer is the dependent variable and vice versa are employed. Table 6-3 

indicates the effects of offering on target customer. The results of VIF and 

Durbin-Watson’s residual test are found to be satisfactory (See Appendix C). 

Model (1a), (2a), (3a) and (4a) of table 6-3 test the linear relationship between 

offering and target customer. Quadratic terms are added to the linear equation 

in Model (1b), (2b), (3b) and (4b) in order to test the effects under a quadratic 

relationship.  

 

The industry scope has a positive relation (Beta = 0.054) with country 

scope but failed to satisfy the required level of significance as shown in Model 

(1a) of Table 6-3. The results of model (1b) show negative coefficients (Beta = 

-0.090) for the industry scope and positive coefficients (Beta = 0.156) for its 

square. However, they are not statistically significant. There is a negative 

relationship between product scope and country scope and statistically 

significant at 0.01 level as illustrated in model (2a) of Table 6-3. Model (2b) 

shows support for a U-shaped relationship, with the slop negative (Beta = -

0.172, p < 0.01) at low levels of product scope, and positive slope (Beta = 0.107, 

p < 0.05) at high levels of product scope. Both model (2a) and (2b) are 

statistically significant. 
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Model (3a) and (3b) of Table 6-3 report the linear and curvilinear 

relationship respectively between industry scope and regional scope. There is a 

negative relation (Beta = -0.059) in a linear manner. The results of model (3b) 

show inverted U-shaped relationship with the slop positive (Beta = 0.124) at 

high levels of product scope, and negative slope (Beta = -0.199) at low levels 

of product scope. However, both model (3a) and (3b) have no statistically 

significant. The product scope has a negative relation (Beta = -0.005) with 

regional scope but failed to satisfy the required level of significance as shown 

in Model (4a) of Table 6-3. The result of model (4b) shows negative 

coefficients (Beta = -0.019) for the product scope and negative coefficients 

(Beta = -0.050) for its square. However, both are not statistically significant.  
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Table 6-3. Main Effects of OF on TC 

 

CS RS  

(1a) (1b) (2a) (2b) (3a) (3b) (4a) (4b)  

IS 

 

0.054 

(1.197) 

-0.090 

(2.445) 
  

-0.059 

(0.02) 

0.124 

(0.042) 
  

 

IS2 

 
 

0.156* 

(1.115) 
   

-0.199** 

(0.019) 
  

 

PS 

 
  

-0.201*** 

(1.207) 

-0.172*** 

(1.244) 
  

-0.005 

(0.021) 

-0.019 

(0.022) 

 

PS2 

 
   

0.107** 

(1.247) 
   

-0.050 

(0.022) 

 

HR 

 

0.018 

(1.375) 

0.015 

(1.371) 

0.019 

(1.314) 

0.021 

(1.306) 

-0.093* 

(0.023) 

-0.089* 

(0.023) 

-0.079 

(0.023) 

-0.080 

(0.023) 

 

PR 

 

0.143*** 

(1.191) 

0.156*** 

(1.202) 

0.145*** 

(1.142) 

0.143*** 

(1.135) 

0.092** 

(0.02) 

0.076* 

(0.02) 

0.082* 

(0.02) 

0.082* 

(0.02) 

 

FR 

 

-0.111** 

(1.322) 

-0.127*** 

(1.339) 

-0.122*** 

(1.237) 

-0.114*** 

(1.232) 

-0.132*** 

(0.023) 

-0.111** 

(0.023) 

-0.114** 

(0.022) 

-0.118** 

(0.022) 

 

FS 

 

-0.104** 

(1.23) 

-0.082* 

(1.265) 

-0.073* 

(1.17) 

-0.071* 

(1.162) 

0.464*** 

(0.021) 

0.437*** 

(0.022) 

0.451*** 

(0.021) 

0.450*** 

(0.021) 

 

Adj.R2 0.457 0.461 0.485 0.492 0.333 0.340 0.330 0.330  

F 22.111*** 21.185*** 24.673*** 23.922*** 13.550*** 13.182*** 13.392*** 12.666***  

Note: The standardized regression coefficients are described, standard error terms are in 

parentheses, Dummy variables of revenue generation and year included but not shown,  
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1 
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Table 6-4 indicates the effects of target customer on offering. The results 

of VIF and Durbin-Watson’s residual test are found to be satisfactory (See 

Appendix C). Model (1a) of Table 6-4 displays the positive relation (Beta = 

0.082) between country scope and industry scope without statistically 

significant. Model (1b) shows positive coefficients (Beta = 0.136) for the 

country scope and negative coefficients (Beta = -0.137) for its square and 

statistically significant at 0.01 level. Model (2a) of Table 6-4 indicates that the 

regional scope has a negative relation (Beta = -0.072) with industry scope. 

Under a quadratic relationship, the result of model (2b) shows negative 

coefficients (Beta = -0.072) for regional scope and negative coefficients (Beta 

= -0.101) for its square. However, both models are not statistically significant.  

 

As shown in model (3a) of Table 6-4, there is a negative relationship (Beta 

= -0.282) between country scope and product scope in a linear manner. The 

result of model (3b) shows negative coefficients (Beta = -0.197) for the country 

scope and negative coefficients (Beta = -0.217) for its square. Both models are 

statistically significant at 0.01 level. The regional scope has a negative relation 

(Beta = -0.006) with product scope as shown in Model (4a) of Table 6-4. The 

result of model (4b) shows negative coefficients (Beta = -0.031) for the regional 

scope and negative coefficients (Beta = -0.037) for its square. However, both 

models are not statistically significant. 
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Table 6-4. Main Effects of TC on OF 

 

IS PS  

(1a) (1b) (2a) (2b) (3a) (3b) (4a) (4b)  

CS 

 

0.082 

(1.451) 

0.136** 

(1.522) 
  

-0.282*** 

(0.029) 

-0.197*** 

(0.03) 
  

 

CS2 

 
 

-0.137** 

(1.369) 
   

-0.217*** 

(0.027) 
  

 

RS 

 
  

-0.072 

(1.31) 

-0.142** 

(1.601) 
  

-0.006 

(0.027) 

-0.031 

(0.033) 

 

RS2 

 
   

-0.101* 

(0.972) 
   

-0.037 

(0.02) 

 

HR 

 

-0.229*** 

(1.331) 

-0.244*** 

(1.329) 

-0.234*** 

(1.336) 

-0.229*** 

(1.334) 

0.066 

(0.027) 

0.042 

(0.026) 

0.064 

(0.028) 

0.066 

(0.028) 

 

PR 

 

0.164*** 

(1.179) 

0.168*** 

(1.171) 

0.182*** 

(1.163) 

0.186*** 

(1.161) 

0.005 

(0.024) 

0.011 

(0.023) 

-0.038 

(0.024) 

-0.036 

(0.024) 

 

FR 

 

-0.295*** 

(1.268) 

-0.305*** 

(1.262) 

-0.313*** 

(1.263) 

-0.299*** 

(1.274) 

-0.012 

(0.025) 

-0.028 

(0.025) 

0.023 

(0.026) 

0.029 

(0.026) 

 

FS 

 

0.242*** 

(1.19) 

0.268*** 

(1.204) 

0.267*** 

(1.321) 

0.279*** 

(1.326) 

0.063 

(0.024) 

0.104** 

(0.024) 

0.092* 

(0.027) 

0.096* 

(0.027) 

 

Adj.R2 0.181 0.193 0.181 0.185 0.277 0.310 0.233 0.232  

F 6.549*** 6.640*** 6.543*** 6.374*** 10.616*** 11.604*** 8.646*** 8.151***  

Note: The standardized regression coefficients are described, standard error terms are in 

parentheses, Dummy variables of revenue generation and year included but not shown,  
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1 
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6.2.3 Findings and Managerial Implications 

 

First, this research analyzed the effects of key resources and revenue 

generation on target customer and offering. The results indicate that key 

resources and revenue generation have effects on target customer and offering 

in different manners. The analysis results can be summarized as follows. 

 

 Determinants of country scope: physical resource (+), financial 

resource (-), plant (+), Europe (+), multiple region (+)  

 Determinants of regional scope: financial resource (-), plant (+), 

Europe (+), North America (+), multiple region (+) 

 Determinants of industry scope: human resource (-), physical resource 

(+), financial resource (-), North America (+) 

 Determinants of product scope: plant (-), multiple project (+), Europe 

(+)  

 

Second, this research analyzed the relationships between target customer 

and offering. Graphic (a) and (b) of Figure 6-1 show the summarized results of 

the relationships between target customer and offering. As shown in graphic (a), 

product scope has U-shaped relationship with country scope. In the initial stage, 

product diversification and country diversification is a negative relationship. 

By building on both resource based view and transaction cost economics, the 

limitation imposed by a given firm’s fixed bundle of resources couple with 
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increased coordination and control cost lead to substitution between product 

scope and country scope. But as the construction company becomes acquainted 

with expansion of country scope and product scope, the relationship between 

country scope and product scope changes positively due to the synergy creation.  

 

 

Figure 6-1. Relationships between TC and OF 

 

On the other hand, country scope and industry scope have inverted U-

shaped relationship as illustrated in graphic (b). During the initial stage of 

country diversification, diversified country scope enables construction 

companies to reduce the risk of industry diversification and increase returns 

from industry diversification. Because additional market opportunities are 

opened for country diversified construction companies that pursue industrial 

expansion. As construction company achieve a higher level of country 

diversification, transaction and coordination cost escalate to the point where 

they can outweigh the benefits, and industry scope will start to diminish.  
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6.3 Analysis of Relationships between Business Model 

Components and Firm Performance 

 

This section presents the results of analytic approach 2 applied to global 

construction companies. It is analyzed the main effects and interactions of target 

customer on firm performance, the main effects and interactions of offering on 

firm performance, and the interactions of target customer and offering on firm 

performance. The results of analysis can provide the best alternatives to 

enhance performance of construction companies when deciding target customer 

and offering 

 

 

6.3.1 Main Effects and Interactions of Target Customer on Firm 

Performance 

 

To investigate the main effects of target customer (country scope and 

regional scope) on firm performance, multiple regressions analysis is conducted 

separately for ROA, revenue growth and market share. Table 6-5 displays the 

results of several regressions analyses for country scope. The results of VIF, 

and Durbin-Watson’s residual test are found to be satisfactory (See Appendix 

C).  

 

Model (1a), (2a) and (3a) of Table 6-5 test the linear relationship of country 
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scope along with other control variables on ROA, revenue growth and market 

share respectively. The country scope shows a positive relation (Beta = 0.111) 

with ROA and negative relation (Beta = -0.11, -0.048, respectively) with 

revenue growth and market share but are not statistically supported at the 

required significance level (p = 0.073, 0.129, 0.267, respectively). Therefore, 

non-significant coefficient of country scope implies that a linear relationship 

does not exist.  

 

Model (1b), (2b) and (3b) of Table 6-5 test the effect under a quadratic 

relationship. The results indicate that a positive relationship between country 

scope square and market share exits at the significance level (p <0.01). These 

results are consistent with the existence of a U-shaped relationship between 

country scope and firm performance. The negative sign of country scope in the 

linear term (Beta = -0.117) and the positive sign in the quadratic term imply 

that the curve will initially indicate a negative slope and after a turn, it becomes 

positive. 
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Table 6-5. Main Effects of CS on Performance 

 

 

 

 

 ROA Revenue Growth Market Share 

 (1a) (1b) (2a) (2b) (3a) (3b) 

CS 0.111* 

(0.244) 

0.134** 

(0.257) 

-0.100 

(1.123) 

-0.122* 

(1.187) 

-0.048 

(0.062) 

-0.117*** 

(0.063) 

CS2 
 

-0.060 

(0.231) 
 

0.056 

(1.067) 
 

0.174*** 

(0.057) 

HR -0.162** 

(0.223) 

-0.169*** 

(0.225) 

0.008 

(1.03) 

0.014 

(1.036) 

-0.194*** 

(0.057) 

-0.175*** 

(0.055) 

PR 0.051 

(0.198) 

0.052 

(0.198) 

0.018 

(0.913) 

0.016 

(0.913) 

-0.093*** 

(0.05) 

-0.098*** 

(0.049) 

FR -0.389*** 

(0.213) 

-0.393*** 

(0.213) 

0.075 

(0.981) 

0.079 

(0.984) 

0.028*** 

(0.054) 

0.041 

(0.053) 

FS 

 

0.208*** 

(0.2) 

0.220*** 

(0.203) 

0.128** 

(0.921) 

0.117** 

(0.938) 

0.703 

(0.051) 

0.670*** 

(0.05) 

Adj.R2 0.200 0.201 0.098 0.098 0.606 0.628 

F 7.297*** 6.946*** 3.725*** 3.564*** 39.725*** 40.890*** 

Note: Dummy variables of revenue generation and year included but not shown, the regression 

coefficients are standardized, standard error terms are in parentheses,   
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1 
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Table 6-6 shows the results of several regressions analyses for regional 

scope. The results of VIF, and Durbin-Watson’s residual test are found to be 

satisfactory (See Appendix C). Under a linear relationship, Model (1a), (2a) and 

(3a) of Table 6-6 examine the impact of country scope along with other control 

variables on firm performance, ROA, revenue growth and market share 

respectively. The regional scope has a positive relation with ROA (Beta = 

0.088), revenue growth (Beta = 0.149) and market share (Beta = 0.171) but only 

in case of revenue growth is statistically significant (p < 0.05), whereas others 

failed to satisfy the requirement level of significance.  

 

Model (1b), (2b) and (3b) of Table 6-6 examine the quadratic relationship 

between regional scope and firm performance. The results in model (1b) show 

that regional scope (Beta = 0.175) and regional scope square (Beta = 0.125) are 

positive relation with ROA at the significance level (p < 0.05). Similar to model 

(1b), model (3b) also indicates the positive coefficient between regional scope 

(Beta = 0.171), regional scope square (Beta = 0.081) and market share under a 

quadratic relationship. Consequently, the results show a positive curvilinear 

relationship between regional scope and firm performance, with the gradually 

increasing slop.  
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Table 6-6. Main Effects of RS on Performance 

 

 

 

 

 

 ROA Revenue Growth Market Share 

 (1a) (1b) (2a) (2b) (3a) (3b) 

RS 

 

0.088 

(0.22) 

0.175** 

(0.268) 

0.149** 

(1.009) 

0.156** 

(1.238) 

0.115*** 

(0.055) 

0.171*** 

(0.067) 

RS2 

 
 

0.125** 

(0.163) 
 

0.010 

(0.751) 
 

0.081** 

(0.041) 

HR 

 

-0.155*** 

(0.224) 

-0.161*** 

(0.223) 

0.019 

(1.028) 

0.018 

(1.031) 

-0.185*** 

(0.056) 

-0.189*** 

(0.056) 

PR 

 

0.06 

(0.195) 

0.055 

(0.195) 

-0.01 

(0.895) 

-0.010 

(0.897) 

-0.110*** 

(0.049) 

-0.113*** 

(0.049) 

FR 

 

-0.393*** 

(0.212) 

-0.410*** 

(0.213) 

0.105* 

(0.973) 

0.103* 

(0.984) 

0.047 

(0.053) 

0.036 

(0.054) 

FS 

 

0.159*** 

(0.222) 

0.145** 

(0.222) 

0.070 

(1.017) 

0.069 

(1.025) 

0.656*** 

(0.056) 

0.647*** 

(0.056) 

Adj.R2 0.199 0.207 0.107 0.105 0.614 0.617 

F 7.238*** 7.173*** 4.018*** 3.773*** 40.975*** 39.139*** 

Note: Dummy variables of revenue generation and year included but not shown, the regression 

coefficients are standardized, standard error terms are in parentheses, 

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1 
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In order to test the interactions of country scope and regional scope on firm 

performance, model (1b), (2b) and (3b) in illustrated in Table 6-7 include the 

interaction term of the country scope and regional scope. To deal with potential 

multicollinearity between the direct effects of country scope and regional scope 

and their interactive effects, mean-centering those scales are conducted before 

multiplying the relevant scales. The results of VIF, and Durbin-Watson’s 

residual test are found to be satisfactory (See Appendix C).  

 

Model (1a), (2a) and (3a) of Table 6-7 describes the main effect of country 

scope and regional scope on firm performance. The results of model (1b) show 

that the interaction effect of country scope and regional scope is positive (Beta 

= 0.017) but statistically insignificant (p = 0.775). Model (2b) and (3b) show 

the coefficient of the interaction term of country scope and regional scope is 

negative (Beta = -0.157, -0.157 respectively) and significant at the 0.05 and 

0.01 level respectively. Aforementioned, the changes in R2 are significant. 

These variables increase the explained variance by 1.4% more than that 

obtained with model (2a) and (3a). This suggests that the country scope and 

firm performance (revenue growth and market share) becomes stronger as the 

regional scope increase.  
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Table 6-7. Interactions of CS on RS – Performance Relationship 

 

 

 ROA Revenue Growth Market Share 

 (1a) (1b) (2a) (2b) (3a) (3b) 

CS 

 

0.117* 

(0.263) 

0.118* 

(0.264) 

-0.165** 

(1.202) 

-0.182*** 

(1.199) 

-0.146*** 

(0.064) 

-0.164*** 

(0.063) 

RS 

 

0.073 

(0.227) 

0.077 

(0.236) 

0.178*** 

(1.038) 

0.135** 

(1.069) 

0.120*** 

(0.055) 

0.078* 

(0.056) 

CS×RS 

 

 0.017 

(0.257)   

-0.157** 

(1.166)   

-0.157*** 

(0.062) 

HR 

 

-0.164*** 

(0.225) 

-0.168*** 

(0.232) 

0.027 

(1.029) 

0.065 

(1.052) 

-0.166*** 

(0.055) 

-0.128*** 

(0.056) 

PR 

 

0.050 

(0.198) 

0.049 

(0.198) 

0.009 

(0.905) 

0.013 

(0.899) 

-0.103*** 

(0.048) 

-0.099*** 

(0.047) 

FR 

 

-0.388*** 

(0.214) 

-0.389*** 

(0.214) 

0.093 

(0.978) 

0.100* 

(0.972) 

0.050 

(0.052) 

0.057 

(0.051) 

FS 

 

0.186*** 

(0.229) 

0.189*** 

(0.234) 

0.035 

(1.046) 

0.003 

(1.06) 

0.615*** 

(0.056) 

0.583*** 

(0.056) 

Adj.R2 0.202 0.200 0.115 0.169 0.636 0.650 

∆R2  0.000  0.014**  0.014*** 

Note: Dummy variables of revenue generation and year included but not shown, the regression 

coefficients are standardized, standard error terms are in parentheses, 

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1 
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6.3.2 Main Effects and Interactions of Offering on Performance  

 

Using the same procedures in Chapter 6.3.1, the main effects of offering 

(industry scope and product scope) on firm performance and the interactions of 

both scope on firm performance are analyzed. The results of VIF, and Durbin-

Watson’s residual test are found to be satisfactory (See Appendix C).  

 

Model (1a), (2a) and (3a) of Table 6-8 test the linear relationships between 

industry scope and ROA, revenue growth and market share respectively. The 

industry scope shows a positive relation (Beta = 0.109) with ROA and 

significant at the 0.05 level. On the other hand, the coefficient of the industry 

scope in the case of revenue growth and market share is negative (Beta = -0.009, 

-0.219 respectively). The relationships between industry scope and market 

share is statistically significant at 0.001 level whereas revenue growth failed to 

satisfy the requirement level of significance. The quadratic relationships 

between the industry scope and firm performance are examined through model 

(1b), (2b) and (3b) of Table 6-8, but none of the models are statistically 

supported at the required significance level.  

 

Table 6-9 reports the main effects of product scope and firm performance 

and Table 6-10 shows the interaction effect of industry scope and product scope 

on firm performance. The results of VIF, and Durbin-Watson’s residual test are 

found to be satisfactory (See Appendix C). However, the results of all models 

in Table 6-9 and 6-10 are failed to satisfy the required levels of significance.  
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Table 6-8. Main Effects of IS on Performance 

 

 

 

 

 ROA Revenue Growth Market Share 

 (1a) (1b) (2a) (2b) (3a) (3b) 

IS 

 

0.109** 

(0.198) 

0.036 

(0.406) 

-0.009 

(0.918) 

-0.188* 

(1.875) 

-0.219*** 

(0.048) 

-0.304*** 

(0.098) 

IS2 

 
 

0.079 

(0.185) 
 

0.195* 

(0.855) 
 

0.092 

(0.045) 

HR 

 

-0.137** 

(0.228) 

-0.139** 

(0.228) 

0.005 

(1.054) 

0.001 

(1.052) 

-0.245*** 

(0.055) 

-0.247*** 

(0.055) 

PR 

 

0.048 

(0.197) 

0.055 

(0.2) 

0.004 

(0.913) 

0.020 

(0.922) 

-0.062* 

(0.048) 

-0.054 

(0.048) 

FR 

 

-0.370*** 

(0.219) 

-0.378*** 

(0.222) 

0.085 

(1.013) 

0.065 

(1.027) 

-0.033 

(0.053) 

-0.043 

(0.054) 

FS 

 

0.173*** 

(0.203) 

0.184*** 

(0.21) 

0.139** 

(0.943) 

0.165*** 

(0.97) 

0.759*** 

(0.049) 

0.771*** 

(0.051) 

Adj.R2 0.203 0.203 0.092 0.098 0.645 0.646 

F 7.416*** 7.012*** 3.561*** 3.583*** 46.609*** 44.098*** 

Note: Dummy variables of revenue generation and year included but not shown, the regression 

coefficients are standardized, standard error terms are in parentheses, 

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1 
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Table 6-9. Main Effects of PS on Performance 

 

 

 

 ROA Revenue Growth Market Share 

 (1a) (1b) (2a) (2b) (3a) (3b) 

PS 

 

0.045 

(0.206) 

0.022 

(0.214) 

-0.061 

(0.949) 

-0.075 

(0.986) 

-0.067* 

(0.052) 

-0.080** 

(0.054) 

PS2 

 
 

-0.083 

(0.214) 
 

-0.052 

(0.987) 
 

-0.049 

(0.054) 

HR 

 

-0.165*** 

(0.225) 

-0.166*** 

(0.224) 

0.011 

(1.034) 

0.010 

(1.034) 

-0.190*** 

(0.057) 

-0.191*** 

(0.057) 

PR 

 

0.069 

(0.195) 

0.071 

(0.195) 

0.000 

(0.898) 

0.001 

(0.899) 

-0.103*** 

(0.049) 

-0.102*** 

(0.049) 

FR 

 

-0.404*** 

(0.211) 

-0.410*** 

(0.212) 

0.089 

(0.973) 

0.085 

(0.976) 

0.035 

(0.053) 

0.032 

(0.053) 

FS 

 

0.194*** 

(0.2) 

0.193*** 

(0.2) 

0.142*** 

(0.92) 

0.141*** 

(0.921) 

0.713*** 

(0.05) 

0.712*** 

(0.05) 

Adj.R2 0.195 0.198 0.095  0.095  0.609 0.609 

F 7.095*** 6.846*** 3.645***  3.478***  40.077*** 37.888*** 

Note: Dummy variables of revenue generation and year included but not shown, the regression 

coefficients are standardized, standard error terms are in parentheses, 

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1 
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Table 6-10. Interactions of CS on RS – Performance Relationship 

 

 

 ROA Revenue Growth Market Share 

 (1a) (1b) (2a) (2b) (3a) (3b) 

PS 

 

0.026 

(0.213) 

0.024 

(0.214) 

-0.075 

(0.988) 

-0.074 

(0.994) 

-0.088** 

(0.051) 

-0.088** 

(0.052) 

IS 

 

0.117** 

(0.198) 

0.126** 

(0.218) 

-0.008 

(0.921) 

-0.014 

(1.014) 

-0.221*** 

(0.048) 

-0.220*** 

(0.053) 

PS×IS 

   

0.021 

(0.177)   

-0.012 

(0.82)   

0.004 

(0.043) 

HR 

 

-0.140** 

(0.227) 

-0.144** 

(0.23) 

0.008 

(1.056) 

0.010 

(1.067) 

-0.241*** 

(0.055) 

-0.241*** 

(0.055) 

PR 

 

0.051 

(0.197) 

0.049 

(0.198) 

0.002 

(0.914) 

0.003 

(0.918) 

-0.064* 

(0.047) 

-0.064* 

(0.048) 

FR 

 

-0.375*** 

(0.218) 

-0.369*** 

(0.228) 

0.083 

(1.015) 

0.079 

(1.058) 

-0.034 

(0.053) 

-0.033 

(0.055) 

FS 

 

0.164*** 

(0.204) 

0.161*** 

(0.206) 

0.143** 

(0.948) 

0.145** 

(0.958) 

0.766*** 

(0.049) 

0.765*** 

(0.05) 

Adj.R2 0.207 0.206 0.093 0.090 0.649 0.648 

∆R2  0.000  0.000  0.000 

Note: Dummy variables of revenue generation and year included but not shown, the regression 

coefficients are standardized, standard error terms are in parentheses, 

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1 
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6.3.3 Interactions of Target Customer and Offering on Firm 

Performance 

 

Table 6-11 shows the results of the moderated regression analysis which 

examine the effects of offering (industry scope and product scope) on the 

relationship between country scope and firm performance. The results of VIF 

and Durbin-Watson’s residual test shows that multicollinearity and 

autocorrelation in the residuals does not appear to be a major problem (See 

Appendix C).  

 

Model (1a), (2a) and (3a) of Table 6-11 indicate the main effects of country 

scope, industry scope and product scope on ROA, revenue growth and market 

share respectively. The results of the model (1b) report that the changes in R2 

increase 0.5% compared with model (1a) but there is no significant increase in 

the variance explained. Therefore, negative coefficient of interaction terms 

which are ‘country scope and industry scope’ (Beta = -0.040) and ‘country 

scope and product scope’ (Beta = -0.109) are also statistically insignificant.   

 

On the other hand, the R2 changes of model (2b) and (3b) in Table 6-11 

increase 1.4% and 2.3% respectively compared with model (2a) and (3a) at the 

required significance level. The results of model (2b) indicate that interaction 

of country scope with the product scope have a significantly positive effect on 

revenue growth (Beta = 0.195, p = 0.026). This result suggest the country scope 

and revenue growth relationship becomes weaker when the increased level of 
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product scope.  

 

In addition, model (3b) of Table 6-11 demonstrates that the interaction 

term of ‘country scope and industry scope’ and ‘country scope and product 

scope’ are positive (Beta = 0.089, 0.238 respectively) and statistically 

significant coefficient for both interaction effects (p < 0.001). These results are 

supported by the increase in the adjusted R2 for model (3b). The adjusted R2 

rises from 64.9% (for model (3a)) to 67.2%(for model (3b)). These results 

present that the country scope and market share becomes weaker when industry 

scope and product scope increase. 
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Table 6-11. Interactions of IS/PS on CS – Performance Relationship 

 

 

 ROA Revenue Growth Market Share 

 (1a) (1b) (2a) (2b) (3a) (3b) 

CS 

 

0.123* 

(0.25) 

0.223** 

(0.387) 

-0.123* 

(1.158) 

-0.302*** 

(1.787) 

-0.055 

(0.06) 

-0.273*** 

(0.09) 

IS 

 

0.106** 

(0.198) 

0.119** 

(0.205) 

-0.006 

(0.917) 

-0.027 

(0.946) 

-0.221*** 

(0.048) 

-0.250*** 

(0.048) 

PS 

 

0.076 

(0.211) 

0.092* 

(0.215) 

-0.086 

(0.976) 

-0.115** 

(0.992) 

-0.090** 

(0.051) 

-0.126*** 

(0.05) 

CS×IS 

 
 

-0.040 

(0.183) 
 

0.063 

(0.844) 
 

0.089*** 

(0.043) 

CS×PS 

 
 

-0.109 

(0.361) 
 

0.195** 

(1.666) 
 

0.238*** 

(0.084) 

HR 

 

-0.143** 

(0.227) 

-0.154*** 

(0.229) 

0.012 

(1.053) 

0.031 

(1.054) 

-0.239*** 

(0.055) 

-0.215*** 

(0.053) 

PR 

 

0.033 

(0.199) 

0.029 

(0.201) 

0.019 

(0.925) 

0.026 

(0.929) 

-0.056* 

(0.048) 

-0.049 

(0.047) 

FR 

 

-0.357*** 

(0.22) 

-0.358*** 

(0.221) 

0.072 

(1.018) 

0.073 

(1.02) 

-0.038 

(0.053) 

-0.036 

(0.052) 

FS 

 

0.178*** 

(0.205) 

0.175*** 

(0.206) 

0.135** 

(0.949) 

0.139** 

(0.952) 

0.762*** 

(0.049) 

0.769` 

(0.048) 

Adj.R2 0.209 0.210 0.099 0.109 0.649 0.672 

∆R2  0.005  0.014**  0.023*** 

Note: Dummy variables of revenue generation and year included but not shown, the regression 

coefficients are standardized, standard error terms are in parentheses, 

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1 
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Table 6-12 demonstrates that the results of the moderated regression 

analysis which investigate the interactions of offering (industry scope and 

product scope) on the relationship between regional scope and firm 

performance. The results of VIF, and Durbin-Watson’s residual test are found 

to be satisfactory (See Appendix C).  

 

When the interaction term is added to the equation, the adjusted R2 rises 

from 20.8% (for model (1a) of Table 6-12) to 22.1% (for model (1b) of Table 

6-12). As shown in model (1b), the interaction of regional scope with industry 

scope is negative but not significant (Beta = -0.016, p = 0.737). Whereas 

regional scope and product scope have a significant negative effect on ROA 

(Beta = -0.270, p = 0.003). This result suggests the regional scope and ROA 

relationship becomes weaker when the increased level of product scope. When 

the interaction term is added to the equation in model (2b) and (3b) of Table 6-

12, there is no significant increase in the variance explained. These mean that 

the interaction is not statistically significant in both revenue growth and market 

share.  
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Table 6-12. Interactions of IS/PS on RS – Performance Relationship 

 ROA Revenue Growth Market Share 

 (1a) (1b) (2a) (2b) (3a) (3b) 

RS 

 

0.097* 

(0.219) 

0.323*** 

(0.372) 

0.148** 

(1.012) 

0.159 

(1.735) 

0.099*** 

(0.052) 

0.035 

(0.089) 

IS 

 

0.117** 

(0.198) 

0.137*** 

(0.198) 

-0.003 

(0.914) 

-0.003 

(0.926) 

-0.218*** 

(0.047) 

-0.222*** 

(0.048) 

PS 

 

0.052 

(0.205) 

0.061 

(0.208) 

-0.060 

(0.945) 

-0.053 

(0.968) 

-0.078** 

(0.049) 

-0.092*** 

(0.05) 

RS×IS 

 
 

-0.016 

(0.216) 
 

-0.03 

(1.007) 
 

0.057* 

(0.052) 

RS×PS 

 
 

-0.270*** 

(0.389) 
 

-0.018 

(1.812) 
 

0.085 

(0.093) 

HR 

 

-0.131* 

(0.228) 

-0.148** 

(0.227) 

0.022 

(1.052) 

0.021 

(1.06) 

-0.231*** 

(0.054) 

-0.227*** 

(0.055) 

PR 

 

0.041 

(0.198) 

0.035 

(0.196) 

-0.012 

(0.912) 

-0.012 

(0.915) 

-0.073** 

(0.047) 

-0.072** 

(0.047) 

FR 

 

-0.357*** 

(0.22) 

-0.357*** 

(0.219) 

0.105* 

(1.015) 

0.103* 

(1.019) 

-0.019 

(0.053) 

-0.015* 

(0.052) 

FS 

 

0.123** 

(0.228) 

0.126** 

(0.228) 

0.076 

(1.052) 

0.071 

(1.066) 

0.721*** 

(0.054) 

0.729*** 

(0.055) 

Adj.R2 0.208 0.221 0.105 0.101 0.654 0.657 

∆R2  0.017**  0.001  0.004 

Note: Dummy variables of revenue generation and year included but not shown, standard error 

terms are in parentheses, the regression coefficients are standardized,  

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1 
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6.3.4 Findings and Managerial Implications 

 

First, this research analyzed the main effects of target customer on firm 

performance. As shown in graphic (a) of Figure 6-2, the relationship between 

country scope and market share is U-shaped. During the initial stage of country 

diversification, firm performance decrease because of market entry costs, cost 

of coordination among business units in different countries, and information –

processing costs. However, as the construction company becomes acquainted 

with international markets through the experiential learning, it may eventually 

increase its performance. Hence, the curve will initially indicate a negative 

slope and after a turn, it becomes positive.  

 

 

Figure 6-2. Main Effects of TC on Performance 
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Meanwhile, the regional scope has positive linear or curvilinear 

relationship as depicted in graphic (b), (c), and (d) of Figure 6-2. These results 

indicate that benefits of diversifying regional scope are greater than the costs 

spend on the expansion.  

 

The interactions of regional scope between country scope and firm 

performance also analyzed. As illustrated in graphic (a) and (b) of Figure 6-3, 

the country scope and firm performance become stronger negative relationship 

as the regional scope increase. When construction company diversifies into a 

wide variety of world regions, it will have to manage different cultures, new 

competitors, and complex environment factors such as political or legal 

regulations. According to transaction cost economics, similarity reduce 

coordination costs, distribution costs, management costs, and information cost.  

 

 

Figure 6-3. Interactions of RS on CS – Performance Relationship 

 

In addition, organizational learning theory suggests that learning will be 

hampered by information overload if the firm has an increase proportion of 
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foreign businesses located in a number of different regions. In this context, the 

results of interaction effect analysis of construction companies imply that a low 

level of regional diversification can increase the performance when 

diversifying country scope.  

 

Second, this research analyzed the main effects of offering on firm 

performance. The results of this analysis shows opposite relationships of 

industry scope with ROA and market share as shown in Figure 6-4. One of the 

major motivations for industry diversification is to survive and growth. 

Construction industry is known to be low profitable compared to other 

industries and risky as most of construction companies face the risk of non-

continuous workload. By investing unrelated business which can make a profit. 

In this respect, as construction companies diversified industry scope, the 

profitability can increase.  

 

 

Figure 6-4. Main Effects of OF on Performance  

 

However, from the resource-based view, construction companies without 
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the benefit of shared underlying resources and capabilities would not provide 

the advantage like economies of scale and scope and synergy. Instead, they face 

increasing internal costs as indicated in transaction cost economics. All these 

things can result in decrease market share, namely market competitiveness. 

Meanwhile, in case of product scope, significant effect on firm performance 

does not exist, nor the interactions between industry scope and product scope. 

 

Third, this research analyzed the interactions between target customer and 

offering. The results of the interactions of product scope on country scope and 

firm performance relationship are illustrated in Graphic (a) and (b) of Figure 6-

5. The negative relationship between country scope and firm performance is 

weaker with high product scope than construction company with a low level of 

product scope. 

 

 

Figure 6-5. Interactions of PS on CS – Performance Relationship  

 

 From the resource-based view, as construction companies diversify 

within the scope of resources and capabilities, they obtain economies of scale 
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and scope by leveraging their current resources across business units. 

Diversifying product scope create synergy from utilizing shared resources and 

improving their operating efficiency by lowering their average costs. In 

addition, based on organization learning theory, experience learned from 

managing product diversification helps build capabilities in managing country 

diversification, and vice versa.  

 

In a similar manner, the negative relationship between country scope and 

firm performance is also weaker with high industry scope than construction 

company with a low level of industry scope. When industry scope is higher, the 

negative relationship between a firm’s country scope and performance will be 

weaker. The form of the interaction is depicted in Figure 6-6.  

 

 

Figure 6-6. Interactions of IS on CS – Performance Relationship 

 

Construction companies integrating country diversification and industry 

diversification may obtain unique and inimitable synergy such as economies of 

scope by transferring managerial competencies between business units. As 
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diversifying both industry scope and country scope, construction companies 

can achieve scale economies through a broader customer and maintain 

sustainable competitive advantage.  

 

Meanwhile, the results of interactions of product scope on regional scope 

and firm performance relationship are shown in Figure 6-7. The positive 

relationship between regional scope and firm performance is weaker with high 

product scope than construction company with a low level of product scope. 

While a construction company diversifies into a wide variety of world regions, 

it will have to manage different cultures, new competitors, and complex 

environment factors, like political or legal regulations. Furthermore, according 

to transaction cost economics, product diversification imposes additional costs 

of coordination and control over a firm’s activities. The transaction costs of 

greater complexity as the firm pursues both regional and product diversification 

implies that greater product diversification would decrease the positive 

performance effect of regional diversification. 

 

 

Figure 6-7. Interactions of PS on RS – Performance Relationship 
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6.4 Analysis of Relationships between Business Model 

Configurations and Firm Performance 

 

This section presents the results of analytic approach 3 applied to global 

construction companies. It is analyzed the differences of performance with 

respect to business model configuration group, and the differences of business 

model configurations with respect to performance groups. The results of 

analysis can provide the patterns and combinations of business model 

components and their synergistic effects lead to specific outcomes. 

 

 

6.4.1 Differences of Performance with respect to Business Model 

Configuration Groups  

 

To identify existing business model configurations with similarities of 

decisions of each component, two-step cluster analysis is performed. Before the 

application of cluster analysis, multilinearity among the decision variables is 

checked and proved that no mulitilinearity effect exists in the current data set 

(See Table 6-1). The advantage of two-step cluster analysis is its ability to 

determine the number of the clusters automatically. Table 6-13 presents 

automatic clustering statistics which are value of the Schwarz Baysian criterion 

(BIC) and value of BIC change for solutions with different number of clusters. 

When performing automatic clustering, the best cluster solution is the lowest 

value of the BIC or the highest ratios of distance measure. Although the lowest 
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BIC is for two cluster, according to the SPSS algorithm, the optimal number of 

cluster is three because the highest ratio of distance is for three cluster.  

 

Table 6-13. Automatic Clustering  

Number of 

Clusters 

Schwartz BIC 

Criterion 

BIC  

Change (a) 

Ratio of BIC 

Change (b) 

Ratio of distance 

Measures (c) 

   

1 1525.745          

2 1370.151 -155.594 1.000 1.058    

3 1228.666 -141.485 0.909 1.751    

4 1191.597 -37.069 0.238 1.370    

5 1192.042 0.444 -0.003 1.202    

6 1209.504 17.463 -0.112 1.207    

7 1241.437 31.933 -0.205 1.425    

8 1294.229 52.791 -0.339 1.093    

9 1351.203 56.974 -0.366 1.005    

10 1408.403 57.201 -0.368 1.131    

(a) The changes are from the previous number of clusters in the table 
(b) The ratios of changes are relative to the change for the two cluster solution 
(c) The ratio of distance measures are based on the current number of clusters against the previous 

number of clusters 

 

Table 6-14 depicts the results of groups suggested by two-step cluster 

analysis. 147 firm-year observations place in the first group. It means the 

business model configuration of these 147 firm-year observation (36.8% 

sample size) had the most similarity and their business model configuration had 
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the most deference with other clusters. The second cluster comprises 142 firm-

year observations which are 35.5% of sample size. Finally, 27.8% sample size, 

111 firm-year observations place in third cluster. Three firm-year observations 

detected as outlier are excluded. The results show the mean values for each 

continuous decision variables of business model (human resource, physical 

resource, financial resource, country scope, regional scope, industry scope and 

product scope) and the frequencies for each categorical decision variables 

(revenue generating project, revenue generating region), which obtained by all 

construction companies in each cluster.  

 

To test the significant difference among different groups, one-way 

ANOVA associated with the continuous decision variables and Pearson’s Chi-

square test associated with the categorical decisions variables are conducted as 

depicted in Table 6-14. The top three decision variables that show the highest 

contribution to the separation of the cluster are revenue generating region, 

revenue generation project and country scope. Human resource (F = 60.741), 

physical resource (F = 10.642), country scope (F = 88.981), regional scope (F 

= 13.859) and product scope (F = 8.420) have statistical difference at 1% 

significance level. Financial resource (F =6.772) and industry scope (F=6.996) 

also significantly contribute to the differences in clusters (5% significance 

level). 
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Table 6-14. Results of Two-Step Cluster Analysis 

 
Group 1 

(n=147 ) 

Group 2 

(n=142) 

Group 3 

(n=111) 
F / χ2 

Post-

hoc 

  

 M SD M SD M SD F    

HR 12.478  13.243  13.265  60.741*** 2,3>1   

PR 4.708  3.097  2.911  10.624*** 1>2,3   

FR 73.469  69.067  74.714  6.772** 1,3,>2   

CS 51.519  57.587  19.190  88.981*** 1,2>3   

RS 1.394  1.320  1.114  13.859*** 1,2>3   

IS 80.691  81.062  90.363  6.996** 3>1,2   

PS 0.889  0.694  0.919  8.420*** 1,3>2   

  Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % χ2    

RP 

Arch. 14 3.5 0 0 52 13.0 

270.463***  

  

Civil 66 16.5 0 0 43 10.   

Plant 43 10.8 233 30.5 0 0.0   

Multi 24 6.0 20 5.0 16 4.   

RR 

Asia 0 0 102 25.5 108 27. 401.244*** 

 

  

Europe 97 24.3 0 0 0 0   

N.Amer. 40 10.0 0 0 3 0.   

Multi 10 2.5 40 10.0 0 0   

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1   
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For testing the performance differences among the three groups, one-way 

ANOVA is conducted and Table 6-15 shows that there are statistically 

differences on ROA (F = 3.482), revenue growth (F = 7.759) and market share 

(F = 24.036) at 1% significance level.  

 

Table 6-15. Performance Differences among Groups 

 

Means (S.D.) 

F-value Post-hoc 

  

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3   

ROA 
2.0357 

(5.248) 

2.9733 

(3.301) 

1.7501 

(2.351) 
3.482*** 2>3 

  

Revenue Growth 
-2.5593 

(16.906) 

5.2309 

(14.178) 

1.5861 

(19.603) 
7.759** 2>1 

  

Market Share 
7.7469 

(9.765) 

6.9310 

(6.825) 

17.8207 

(21.862) 
24.036*** 3>1,2 

  

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, *p < 0.1   
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6.4.2 Differences of Business Model Configurations with respect to 

Performance Groups 

 

To discern business model configurations for outperforming construction 

companies, t-test for the continuous decision variables and Pearson’s Chi-

square test for the categorical decision variables are conducted between 

outperforming group and underperforming group. There are 208 firm-year 

observations in ROA outperforming group and 195 firm-year observations in 

underperforming group as shown in Table 6-16. The results of t-test indicate 

statistically differences between ROA outperforming and underperforming 

groups in human resource (t = -3.015, p = 0.003), financial resource (t=-8.409, 

p = 0.000), country scope (t = 3.623, p = 0.000), regional scope (t = 4.192, p = 

0.000), industry scope (t = 3.776, p = 0.000) and product scope (t = -3.311, p = 

0001) at significance level. However, difference of physical resources (t = 

0.543, p = 0.587) is failed to fully satisfy the significance level. The results of 

Pearson’s Chi-square test show that significant differences are observed in 

revenue generating project (χ2 = 65.192, p = 0.000) and revenue generating 

region (χ2 = 13.063, p = 0.005). ROA outperforming group reports that they 

have higher country scope, regional scope, industry scope than 

underperforming group. In addition, ROA outperforming group generates 

revenue from mainly plant project and Asia/Australia region while 

underperforming group generate revenue from mainly civil engineering project 

and Asia/Australia region. 
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Table 6-16. BM Configurations with respect to ROA Group 

Decision  

variables 

Mean 

T / χ2 Sig. 

  

O-group (n=208 ) U-group (n=195)   

 M SD M SD T Sig.   

HR 12.847 0.691 13.080 0.842 -3.015 0.003   

PR 4.160 6.915 3.848 4.194 0.543 0.587   

FR 67.348 13.599 77.544 10.643 -8.409 0.000   

CS 49.893 29.051 39.596 27.917 3.623 0.000   

RS 1.377 0.426 1.195 0.447 4.192 0.000   

IS 20.836 26.042 12.297 19.008 3.776 0.000   

PS 0.748 0.527 0.909 0.447 -3.311 0.001   

 Freq. % Freq. % χ2 Sig.   

RP 

Arch. (n=68) 39 9.7 29 7.2 

65.192 0.000 

  

Civil (n=110) 27 6.7 83 20.6   

Plant (n=165) 119 29.5 46 11.4   

Multi (n=60) 23 5.7 37 9.2   

RR 

Asia (n=213) 102 25.3 111 27.5 

13.063 0.005 

  

Europe (n=97) 43 10.7 54 13.4   

N.Amer. (n=43) 30 7.4 13 3.2   

Multi (n=50) 33 8.2 17 4.2   

Note: O-group = outperforming group, U-group = underperforming group 

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1 
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Table 6-17 indicates that business model configuration differences 

between outperforming and underperforming group with respect to revenue 

growth. 221 firm-year observations and 182 firm-year observations belong to 

revenue growth outperforming group and underperforming group respectively. 

No significant difference was observed in the results of human resource (t = 

0.818, p = 0.414), physical resource (t = 0.654, p = 0.514), financial resource (t 

= 0.227, p = 0.821), financial resource (t = 0.227, p = 0.821), regional scope (t 

= 1.186, p = 0.236), industry scope (t = -0.451, p = 0.652), product scope (t = -

1.944, p = 0.053) and revenue generating project (χ2 = 5.412, p = 0.144). 

However, significant difference was observed in the results of country scope (t 

= -2.692, p = 0.007) and revenue generating regions (t = 10.801, p = 0.013). 

Revenue growth outperforming group reports that they have lower country 

scope than underperforming group and generate revenue mainly from Asia 

region compared to others.  

 

The results of the business model configuration differences between 

outperforming and underperforming group with respect to market share are 

shown in Table 6-18. 109 firm-year observations and 294 firm-year 

observations are observed in market share outperforming group and 

underperforming group respectively. Statistically differences between market 

share outperforming and underperforming groups in financial resource (t = 

9.065, p = 0.000), country scope (t = -2.458, p = 0.015), regional scope (t = 

4.721, p = 0.000), industry scope (t = -6.589, p = 0.000), product scope (t = 
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5.180, p = 0.000), revenue generating project (χ2 = 56.827, p = 0.000) and 

revenue generating regions (χ2 = 23.713, p = 0.005) at significance level. 

However, differences of human resource (t = -0.453, p = 0.651) and physical 

resource (t = -0.634, p = 0.526) are failed to fully satisfy the significance level. 

Specifically, market share outperforming group indicates that they have 

relatively higher financial resource, regional scope and product scope than 

underperforming group. While, country scope and industry scope are higher in 

underperforming group. In addition, market share outperforming group 

generates revenue from civil engineering project and Asia/Australia region 

while underperforming group generates revenue from plant project and 

Asia/Australia region.  
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Table 6-17. BM Configurations with respect to RG Group 

Decision  

variables 

Mean 

T / χ2 Sig. 

  

O-group (n=221 ) U-group (n=182)   

 M SD M SD T Sig.   

HR 12.988 0.785 12.925 0.765 0.818 0.414   

PR 4.179 6.593 3.803 4.547 0.654 0.514   

FR 72.418 12.147 72.116 14.536 0.227 0.821   

CS 41.416 28.724 49.154 28.698 -2.692 0.007   

RS 1.313 0.435 1.260 0.457 1.186 0.236   

IS 16.229 23.779 17.281 22.706 -0.451 0.652   

PS 0.783 0.497 0.879 0.491 -1.944 0.053   

 Freq. % Freq. % χ2 Sig.   

RP 

Arch. (n=68) 37 9.2 31 7.7 

5.412 0.144 

  

Civil (n=110) 51 12.7 59 14.6   

Plant (n=165) 100 24.8 65 16.1   

Multi (n=60) 33 8.2 27 6.7   

RR 

Asia (n=213) 131 32.5 82 20.3 

10.801 0.013 

  

Europe (n=97) 42 10.4 55 13.6   

N.Amer. (n=43) 25 6.2 18 4.5   

Multi (n=50) 23 5.7 27 6.7   

Note: O-group = outperforming group, U-group = underperforming group 

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1 
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Table 6-18. BM Configurations with respect to MS Group 

Decision  

variables 

Mean 

T / χ2 Sig. 

  

O-group (n=109 ) U-group (n=294)   

 M SD M SD T Sig.   

HR 12.935  0.587  12.969  0.836  -0.453 0.651   

PR 3.793  2.848  4.089  6.515  -0.634 0.526   

FR 79.475  7.554  69.615  13.926  9.065 0.000   

CS 38.715  31.984  47.208  27.423  -2.458 0.015   

RS 1.443  0.373  1.232  0.457  4.721 0.000   

IS 8.574  7.509  19.719  26.247  -6.589 0.000   

PS 1.007  0.390  0.759  0.514  5.180 0.000   

 Freq. % Freq. % χ2 Sig.   

RP 

Arch. (n=68) 30 7.4 38 9.4 

56.827 0.000 

  

Civil (n=110) 46 11.4 64 15.9   

Plant (n=165) 12 3.0 153 38.0   

Multi (n=60) 21 5.2 39 9.7   

RR 

Asia (n=213) 62 15.4 151 37.5 

23.713 0.005 

  

Europe (n=97) 37 9.2 60 14.9   

N.Amer. (n=43) 0 0.0 43 10.7   

Multi (n=50) 10 2.5 40 9.9   

Note: O-group = outperforming group, U-group = underperforming group 

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1 
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6.4.3 Findings and Managerial Implications 

 

First, this research identified groups which have similar business model 

configurations and their effects on firm performance. As demonstrated in Table 

6-19, three group types of business model configurations are founded within 

the global construction companies. Based on the results of one-way ANOVA 

and post-hoc test on each decision variables among groups, this research 

classified the characteristics into high and low. These characteristics are 

relative terms.  

 

Table 6-19. Characteristics of BM Configurations with respect to 

Similarities of Decisions 

Decision 

Variables 

Group 1 

(n=147) 

Group 2 

(n=142) 

Group 3 

(n=111) 

   

HR low  High High     

PR High  Low  Low     

FR High  Low  High     

CS High  High  Very low     

RS High  High   Very low     

IS High  High  Low     

PS High  Low  Very high    

RP Civil, Plant Plant Arch., Civil    

RR Europe, N.Amer. Asia/Aus. Asia/Aus.    
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This research found out there are distinct differences of characteristics 

among three groups. Group 1 has higher country scope, regional scope, industry 

scope and product scope. This group contains very diversified construction 

companies in both target customer and offering. Group 2 has similar patterns 

with groups 1 excepting product scope. Group 2 has higher country scope, 

regional scope, industry scope and lower product scope. Construction 

companies in this group work in various international market with specialized 

product. Lastly, group 3 is distinguished from group 1 and group 2. Group 3 

has very low country scope and regional scope, low industry scope and very 

high product scope. In other word, group 3 contains companies which mainly 

work in domestic market with very highly diversified product.  

 

As the results of one-way ANOVA and post-hoc test on firm performance 

among groups, there are significant differences of firm performance as shown 

in Figure 6-8. Group 1 have got a bad result in performance of revenue growth. 

This implies that high diversified business model configurations interrupt 

growth of construction companies. Group 2 have got good results in 

performance of ROA and revenue growth. Similar to group 1, group 2 also has 

diversified business model configurations but they have specialty on 

construction product. Their special knowledge on construction product can lead 

to good profitably and growth. Group 3 results in very higher performance of 

market share. Group 3 has business model configurations in direct opposition 

group 2. This result indicates that construction companies which focus on 

domestic market and construction product can get best market power.  
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Figure 6-8. Performance of Business Model Groups 

 

Second, this research analyzed the differences of business model 

configurations between outperforming and underperforming group. As 

demonstrated in Table 6-20, the results show that there are significant 

differences between two groups. Especially, performance groups associated 

with ROA has distinct differences of business model configurations. ROA 

outperforming group has higher country scope, regional scope and industry 

scope, and lower product scope than underperforming group. This results are 

consistent with the results of group 2. Revenue growth outperforming group 

has lower country scope than underperforming group. Market share 

outperforming group has higher regional scope and product scope, and lower 

industry scope than underperforming group. This result implies that 

construction related diversification leads construction companies to gain high 

market share.  
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Table 6-20. Characteristics of Business Model Configurations with 

respect to Differences of Performance 

Decision 

Variables 

ROA Revenue Growth Market Share    

O-group U-group O-group U-group O-group U-group    

HR Low High - - - -    

PR - - - - - -    

FR Low  High  - - High  Low     

CS High  Low  Low  High  - -    

RS High  Low    High  Low     

IS High  Low    Low  High     

PS Low  High    High  Low     

RP Plant  Civil  Plant  Civil, Plant  Arch., Civil  Plant     

RR Asia  Asia  Asia  
Asia, 

Europe 
Asia Asia 
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6.5 Discussions for Supporting Business Model Innovation 

of Global Construction Companies 

 

For decades, innovation activities have been merely focused on new 

technologies, products, services and business processes. However, a group of 

strategic management researchers has introduced the business model as a 

groundbreaking phenomenon for firms to achieve competitive advantage since 

the beginning of the twenty-first century (Afuah and Tucci 2003, Chesbrough 

2002, Magarett 2002, Amit and Zott 2001). Business model innovation is key 

driver of high performance. In the business model innovation process, the use 

of knowledge derived from the business model analysis has been emphasized. 

In this respect, this research analyzes historic financial data to plan and predict 

future success. In order to derive useful knowledge, this research developed 

analytic approaches by synthesizing theoretical foundation into a variables of 

construction business model identification framework and applies business 

models of global construction companies to the developed integrated analytic 

model. This research analyzed the interrelations between business model 

components, the relationships between business model components and firm 

performance, and the relationships between business model configurations and 

firm performance in the context of global construction companies. 

 

As seen in Figure 6-9, the business model innovation process has three 

different phases – analysis phase, ideation / design phase, and implementation 

phase (Breiby and Wanberg 2011). This section discusses on how the derived 
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knowledge, that is findings and managerial implications, can be leveraged in 

the analysis and ideation / design phase of the business model innovation. Since 

the goal of the implementation phase is to get a newly designed business model 

realized, this research does not discuss on this phase.  

 

 

Figure 6-9 Business Model Innovation Process 

 

In the analysis phase, construction company describes current business 

model as a baseline for the business model innovation process. The goal of this 

phase is to get a clear understanding of the current business model and to 

identify focus areas for successful business model innovation. Construction 

companies can identify their business model through construction business 

model identification framework developed in Chapter 4. Based on the 

identified current business model, senior-level managers can understand their 
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company’s current position.  

 

This research identified three groups having similar business model 

configurations and checked significant differences of firm performance among 

identified groups. If construction company A identifies that its business model 

is involved in group 3, it can recognize companies belong to group 3 as its 

competitors. It was identified that group 3 had relatively got good results in 

performance of market share compared to other groups. Through comparing its 

firm performance with other companies in group 3, senior-level manager of 

construction company A can make a decision on whether innovating their 

current business model or not. If performance of market share is lower than 

other companies in group 3, it is required to innovate business model of 

construction company A and improve its market power. In this way, senior-level 

managers can understand their companies’ current competitive position and 

identify their focus area.  

 

In the ideation / design phase, the goal is to generate business model 

innovation idea and to design innovative business model. There are two ways 

to generate ideas for business model innovation option. One way is 

breakthrough innovation using knowledge derived from the analytic approach 

3. Construction company A involved in group 3 currently can move into a 

different position referred to the existing other groups of business model 

configurations such as group 1 or 2. This research analyzed the differences of 

business model configurations between outperforming and underperforming 
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group. It was also founded out that performance groups have distinct 

differences of business model configurations. Accordingly, senior-level 

manager of construction company A can benchmark the existing types of 

business model configurations associated with market share outperforming 

group. 

 

Meanwhile, another way is incremental innovation using knowledge 

derived from the analytic approach 2 & 3. A series of small improvements to 

the existing business model components helps maintain or improve company’s 

competitive advantage over time. As aforementioned, analytic approach 1 & 2 

break down the business model into its independent components investigate the 

known solutions for each component separately in order to explore the total set 

of relationships and its impact on firm performance. In this respect, the analysis 

results of the interrelation between business model components and the 

relationship between business model components and firm performance can be 

references and /or guidance for increment innovation.  

 

When construction company A attempts to achieve more market share 

through adjusting country scope, the analysis results of main effect of country 

scope on market share based on the analytic approach 2 can provide useful 

guidance for senior-level manager on whether expanding the country scope or 

not. This research found out that the relationship between country scope and 

market share is U-shaped. Market share decreases during the initial stage of 

country diversification because of market entry costs, cost of coordination 
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among business units in different countries, and information processing costs. 

However, as the construction company becomes acquainted with international 

markets through the experimental learning, it may eventually increase its 

market share. In this regard, senior-level manager of company A can make a 

decision on expanding country scope even though market share is lower than 

other companies.  

 

In addition, senior-level manager of construction company A with 

diversified country scope can utilize the analysis results of interactions of 

regional scope on country scope and market share relationship for decision-

making on regional scope by references. The analysis results of the effects of 

key resources and revenue generation on country scope can be also used by 

references in the way that they indicate which resources can drive the country 

scope. 
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6.6 Summary 

 

In order to derive knowledge which can be utilized in the business model 

innovation process of global construction companies, this chapter applied 

existing business models of global construction companies to the analytic 

approaches to support business model innovation developed in Chapter 5. Total 

403 firm-year observations of 72 global construction companies over a 6-year 

period from year 2009 to year 2014 were gathered and analyzed quantitatively 

using selected statistical techniques.  

 

Based on the analytic approach 1, the interrelations between business 

model components of global construction companies were analyzed. First, this 

research analyzed the effects of key resources and revenue generation on target 

customer and offering. The results indicate that key resources and revenue 

generations have effects on target customer and offering in different manners. 

Second, this research analyzed the relationships between target customer and 

offering. The results show that product scope and country scope have U-shaped 

relationship while country cope and industry scope have inverted U-shaped 

relationship.  

 

On the basis of the analytic approach 2, the relationships between business 

model components of global construction companies and firm performance 

were analyzed. First, this research analyzed the main effects and interactions of 

target customer on firm performance. Country scope and market share have U-
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shaped relationship with firm performance. The regional scope has positive 

linear or curvilinear relationship with firm performance. The results of 

interactions indicate that a low level of regional diversification can increase the 

performance when diversifying country scope. Second, this research analyzed 

the main effects and interactions of offering on firm performance. The 

relationship between industry scope and ROA show positive while industry 

scope and market share show negative. Third, this research analyzed the 

interactions between target customer and offering. The negative relationship 

between country scope and firm performance is weaker with higher product 

scope than with a low level of product scope. In a similar manner, the negative 

relationship between country scope and firm performance is also weaker with 

high industry scope than with a low level industry scope. Meanwhile, the 

positive relationship between regional scope and firm performance is weaker 

with high product scope than with a low level of product scope.  

 

Based on the analytic approach 3, the relationships between business 

model configurations of global construction companies and firm performance 

were analyzed. First, this research identified groups which have similar 

business model configurations and their effects on firm performance. The 

results found out three groups that are 1) group 1: higher country scope, 

regional scope, industry scope and product scope, 2) group 2: higher country 

scope, regional scope, industry scope and lower product scope, and 3) group 3: 

very low country scope and regional scope, low industry scope and very high 

product scope. This research identified that construction companies which had 
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focused on domestic market and construction product can get best market share. 

Second, this research analyzed the differences of business model configurations 

between outperforming group and underperforming group. The results show 

that there are significant differences between two groups. It is identified that 

construction related diversification lead construction companies to gain high 

market share.  

 

Building on the findings of the analysis results and managerial 

implications drawn from the findings, this chapter lastly discussed on how to 

utilize managerial implications to the business model innovation process of 

global construction companies. The business model innovation process has 

three different phases – analysis phase, ideation / design phase, and 

implementation phase. Having managerial implications of this research, senior-

level managers can understand their companies’ current competitive positions 

and identify their focus area. In addition, they can generate business model 

innovation idea and design innovative business model in two ways – 

breakthrough innovation and incremental innovation.  
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Chapter 7. Conclusions 

 

This chapter summarizes the research results and explains contributions to 

the researchers and practitioners in the field of business model innovation. 

Finally, limitations and recommendations are provided for the further practical 

uses of this research’s outcomes in global construction companies.  

 

 

7.1 Research Results and Contributions 

 

Construction business environment is characterized by growing 

complexity, triggered by hyper competition and globalization. In this 

circumstance, construction companies have led to a growing interest in 

understanding the potential sources of competitive advantage. In this respect, 

business model concepts are receiving considerable attention and becoming 

essential for sustainable growth of company. Business model facilitates senior-

level managers to make decisions in terms of helping them identify, analyze, 

manage the business logic of a company. Business model innovation is 

imperative for survival and obtaining sustainable competitive advantage in 

current construction business environment. Business model innovation requires 

a top-down approach, that is senior-level manager’s decision-making. To 

improve senior-level managers’ decision-making quality for business model 

innovation, it is needed to exploit knowledge derived from business model 
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analysis rather than relying on experience or intuition of senior-level managers. 

Unfortunately, there is insufficient knowledge since extant research on business 

model analysis have several problems – limited business model framework, 

limited empirical research of business model analysis and business model 

analysis without theoretical foundation.  

 

As an effort to address these problems, this dissertation aims to develop 

analytic approaches for deriving useful body of knowledge which is able to 

support senior-level managers’ decision-making on business model innovation 

and to apply business models of global construction companies to the 

developed analytic approaches. This research is composed of major two stages 

– development stage and application & analysis stage. 

  

In development stage, analytic approaches were developed by integrating 

theoretical foundation of business model innovation with construction business 

model identification framework. First, in order to establish theoretical 

foundation, this research investigated business model concepts and related 

theories – resource-based view, transaction cost economics, organizational 

learning theory and configuration theory. Building on contingency-based 

approach to business model analysis, three challenging issues for business 

model innovation were identified: 1) understanding business model 

components dynamics, 2) investigating the main effects and interactions of 

business model components on firm performance, and 3) identifying the types 

of business mode configurations and firm performance. This theoretical 
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foundation can provide useful knowledge to senior-level managers of 

construction companies whether their business model is appropriate or not. In 

addition, it can help senior-level managers understand when and how to execute 

the change their business models. 

 

Second, this research constructed construction business model 

identification framework based on the conceptualized business model 

framework. This research derived three requirements for business model 

framework development - hierarchical levels of detail on business model 

component, construction specific context within the frame of the generic one 

and both descriptive and calculative approach. Based on derived requirements, 

this research conceptualized business model framework as being consisted of 

component layer, decision layer and proxy layer. And then, this research 

applied construction business context to the conceptualized business model 

framework and established construction business model identification 

framework. Conceptualized business model framework can be useful not only 

for construction companies but also other sectors. With construction business 

model identification framework, senior-level managers of construction 

companies can understand, identify, compare and analyze the business logic of 

their company and communicate with others in the same manners. 

 

Third, this research developed analytic approaches to support business 

model innovation. This research used variables of construction business model 

identification framework as business model innovation subjects. Based on 
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variables and three challenging issues for business model innovation, this 

research developed three analytic approaches: 1) Interrelation of business 

model components, 2) business model components and firm performance, and 

(3) business model configurations and firm performance. The detailed 

relationships were formed in accordance with business model related theories. 

Analytic approaches contribute to fill the knowledge gap regarding business 

model innovation in the context of construction companies based on theoretical 

reasoning and previous research findings. 

 

In application & analysis stage, data of selected global construction 

companies were applied to the developed analytic approaches and business 

models of global construction companies were analyzed. Total 403 firm-year 

observations of 72 construction companies over a 6-year period from year 2009 

to year 2014 were gathered and analyzed quantitatively using selected statistical 

techniques. The interrelations between business model components based on 

the analytic approach 1, the relationships between business model components 

and firm performance based on the analytic approach 2, and the relationships 

between business model configurations and firm performance based on the 

analytic approach 3 were explored.  

 

This research addressed findings of analysis results and managerial 

implications drawn from the findings. The findings from business model 

analysis of global construction companies can extend the body of knowledge 

about business model in the context of construction industry. It was also 
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discussed on how to utilize managerial implications to the business model 

innovation process of global construction companies. Having managerial 

implications of this research, senior-level managers can understand their 

companies’ current competitive positions, identify their focus area, generate 

business model innovation idea, and design innovative business model in two 

ways – breakthrough innovation and incremental innovation. In this respect, 

this research can provide useful references and / or guidance for assisting 

senior-level managers and improve senior-level managers’ decision-making 

quality in the business model innovation process.  

 

 

7.2 Limitations and Future Research 

 

Despite the contributions of this research, there are still limitations and 

future research as follows.  

 

First, a major challenging in performing empirical research of global 

construction companies is insufficient data. The proposed construction business 

model identification framework in this research contains four component 

variables, nine decision variables and proxy variables due to the difficulties in 

data collection. It is not enough to express business models of construction 

companies clearly. Additional decision variables such as entry mode and 

vertical integration should be involved for identifying construction business 
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model more specifically. Moreover, construction business model identification 

framework of this research uses only one kind of proxy variable per decision 

variable. There can be various proxy variables on the same decision variables 

and the results may be changeable according to selection of proxy variables. It 

should be checked that which proxy variables are more appropriate. If fine-

gained proprietary data are available, the proposed construction business model 

identification framework can be refined further to deliver more nuanced.  

 

Second, this research developed analytic approaches to support business 

model innovation considering business model components itself as the 

innovation subject. It was captured the linkage among business model 

components, business model configurations and firm performance. However, 

this research ignored other factors such as industrial organization 

characteristics, economic conditions and company specific characteristics. In 

future research, it is necessary to consider external and internal environmental 

factors when analyzing business models of construction companies.  

 

Lastly, this research analyzed business models quantitatively using 

financial data. The results can be determined by characteristics of sample 

construction companies and number of samples. The more samples can be 

collected, the more generalized knowledge can be obtained. In future studies 

analyzing business models, more samples need to be used. In addition, various 

statistical techniques should be considered because different results can be 

derived from same data using different statistical techniques.  
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Appendix B: ENR Country Group by Region 

 

Appendix C: Tests of Statistics Assumptions 

 

 C-Ⅰ. Auto Correlation Test 

C-Ⅱ. Multicollinearity Test 
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Appendix A: List of Sample Construction Company 

 

1. ACS Actividades de Construccion y Servicios SA, Spain 

2. Amec Foster Wheeler PLC, U.K. 

3. Astaldi SpA, Italy 

4. Bauer AG, Germany 

5. Balfour Beatty PLC, U.K. 

6. Bilfinger SE, Germany 

7. Bouygues SA, France 

8. CH2M HILL Companies Ltd., U.S.A. 

9. Chicago Bridge & Iron Company NV, U.S.A. 

10. China Communications Construction Co Ltd., China 

11. China Dalian International Cooperation Group Holdings Ltd., China 

12. China Gezhouba Group Co Ltd., China 

13. China National Chemical Engineering Co Ltd., China 

14. China Railway Construction Corp Ltd., China 

15. China Railway Group Ltd., China 

16. China State Construction Engineering Corp Ltd., China 

17. China Wuyi Co Ltd., China 

18. Chiyoda Corp., Japan 

19. CIMIC Group Ltd., Australia 

20. CTCI Corp., Taiwan 

21. Daelim Industrial Co Ltd., South Korea 
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22. Daewoo Engineering & Construction Co Ltd., South Korea 

23. Danieli & C Officine Meccaniche SpA, Italy 

24. Dongfang Electric Corp Ltd., China 

25. Eiffage SA, France 

26. Ellaktor SA, Greece 

27. ENKA Insaat ve Sanayi AS, Turkey 

28. Ferrovial SA, Spain 

29. Fluor Corp., U.S.A. 

30. Fomento de Construcciones y Contratas SA, Spain 

31. GS Engineering & Construction Corp., South Korea 

32. Hochtief AG, Germany 

33. Hyundai Engineering & Construction Co Ltd., South Korea 

34. Jacobs Engineering Group Inc., U.S.A. 

35. JGC Corp., Japan 

36. Kajima Corp., Japan 

37. KBR Inc., U.S.A. 

38. Kinden Corp., Japan 

39. Koninklijke BAM Groep NV, The Netherlands 

40. Larsen & Toubro Ltd., India 

41. Lend Lease Group, Australia 

42. Mota Engil SGPS SA, Portugal 

43. Nishimatsu Construction Co Ltd., Japan 

44. Obayashi Corp., Japan 

45. Obrascon Huarte Lain SA, Spain 
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46. Penta-Ocean Construction Co Ltd., Japan 

47. Per Aarsleff A/S, Denmark 

48. Petrofac Ltd., U.K. 

49. PORR AG, Austria 

50. Posco Engineering & Construction Co Ltd., South Korea 

51. Sacyr SA, Spain 

52. Saipem SpA, Italy 

53. Salini Impregilo SpA, Italy 

54. Samsung C&T Corp., South Korea 

55. Samsung Engineering Co Ltd., South Korea 

56. Shanghai Construction Group Co Ltd., China 

57. Shanghai Electric Group Co Ltd. China 

58. Shimizu Corp., Japan 

59. SK Engineering & Construction Co Ltd., South Korea 

60. Skanska AB, Sweden 

61. SNC-Lavalin Group Inc., Canada 

62. Strabag SE, Austria 

63. Sumitomo Mitsui Construction Co Ltd., Japan  

64. Taikisha Ltd., Japan 

65. Taisei Corp., Japan 

66. Technip, France 

67. Tecnicas Reunidas SA, Spain 

68. Toda Corp., Japan 

69. Toyo Engineering Corp., Japan 
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70. Vinci SA, France 

71. Willbros Group Inc., U.S.A. 

72. WorleyParsons Ltd., Australia 
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Appendix B: ENR Country Group by Region 

 

North America 

Canada, United States  

 

Latin America  

Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, 

Guatemala, Guyana, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, 

Uruguay, Venezuela, Suriname 

 

Caribbean Islands  

Greater Antilles, Cuba, Puerto Rico, Cuba, Lesser Antilles 

 

Europe  

Albania, Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech 

Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Greece, 

Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Netherlands, Norway, 

Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, 

Ukraine, United Kingdom, Yugoslavia, Bosnia & Herz., Croatia, FYR 

Macedonia, Slovenia 
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Middle East  

Afghanistan, Bahrain, Cyprus, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, 

Oman, Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey, U.A.E., Yemen,  

 

Asia/Pacific  

Australia, Bangladesh, Brunei, Myanmar, China (P.R.C.), Macau, Hong Kong, 

India, Indonesia, Japan, Kazakhstan, S.Korea, N.Korea, Kyrgyzstan, Nepal, 

New Zealand, Pacific Islands, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Singapore, Sri 

Lanka, Taiwan, Tajikistan, Thailand, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Vietnam, Laos, 

Mongolia  

 

North Africa 

Algeria, Egypt, Ethiopia, Libya, Morocco, Niger, Somalia, Sudan, Sub Sahara, 

Tunisia 

 

Central/South Africa 

Angola, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Cape Verde Isl., 

Congo Republic, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Lesotho, 

Liberia, Malawi, Mozambique, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, South 

Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, Congo DR (Zaire), Zambia, Zimbabwe 
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Appendix C: Tests of Statistic Assumptions 

 

C-Ⅰ. Auto Correlation Test 

 

Rule of thumb: Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.5 – 2.5 

 

Table C-Ⅰ-1. Effects of KR and RG on TC and OF 

Regression Model Durbin-Watson 

Regression Model (1) 2.242 

Regression Model (2) 1.920 

Regression Model (3) 2.037 

Regression Model (4) 2.406 

 

Table C-Ⅰ-2. Main Effects of OF on TC 

Regression Model Durbin-Watson 

Regression Model (1a) 2.237 

Regression Model (1b) 2.221 

Regression Model (2a) 2.209 

Regression Model (2b) 2.180 

Regression Model (3a) 1.906 

Regression Model (3b) 1.856 

Regression Model (4a) 1.923 

Regression Model (4b) 1.920 
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Table C-Ⅰ-3. Main Effects of TC on OF 

Regression Model Durbin-Watson 

Regression Model (1a) 2.032 

Regression Model (1b) 2.065 

Regression Model (2a) 2.023 

Regression Model (2b) 2.030 

Regression Model (3a) 2.373 

Regression Model (3b) 2.394 

Regression Model (4a) 2.409 

Regression Model (4b) 2.407 

 

 

Table C-Ⅰ-4. Main Effects of CS on Performance 

Regression Model Durbin-Watson 

Regression Model (1a) 2.114 

Regression Model (1b) 2.103 

Regression Model (2a) 1.900 

Regression Model (2b) 1.905 

Regression Model (3a) 1.581 

Regression Model (3b) 1.628 
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Table C-Ⅰ-5. Main Effects of RS on Performance 

Regression Model Durbin-Watson 

Regression Model (1a) 2.112 

Regression Model (1b) 2.119 

Regression Model (2a) 1.899 

Regression Model (2b) 1.899 

Regression Model (3a) 1.562 

Regression Model (3b) 1.562 

 

 

 

 

 

Table C-Ⅰ-6. Interactions of CS on RS – Performance Relationship 

Regression Model Durbin-Watson 

Regression Model (1a) 2.086 

Regression Model (1b) 2.084 

Regression Model (2a) 1.870 

Regression Model (2b) 1.917 

Regression Model (3a) 1.601 

Regression Model (3b) 1.673 
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Table C-Ⅰ-7. Main Effects of IS on Performance 

Regression Model Durbin-Watson 

Regression Model (1a) 2.107 

Regression Model (1b) 2.110 

Regression Model (2a) 1.913 

Regression Model (2b) 1.914 

Regression Model (3a) 1.490 

Regression Model (3b) 1.509 

 

 

 

 

 

Table C-Ⅰ-8. Main Effects of PS on Performance 

Regression Model Durbin-Watson 

Regression Model (1a) 2.127 

Regression Model (1b) 2.128 

Regression Model (2a) 1.931 

Regression Model (2b) 1.918 

Regression Model (3a) 1.607 

Regression Model (3b) 1.588 
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Table C-Ⅰ-9. Interactions of IS on PS – Performance Relationship 

Regression Model Durbin-Watson 

Regression Model (1a) 2.090 

Regression Model (1b) 2.090 

Regression Model (2a) 1.917 

Regression Model (2b) 1.916 

Regression Model (3a) 1.516 

Regression Model (3b) 1.516 

 

 

 

 

 

Table C-Ⅰ-10. Interactions of IS/PS on CS – Performance Relationship 

Regression Model Durbin-Watson 

Regression Model (1a) 2.068 

Regression Model (1b) 2.069 

Regression Model (2a) 1.918 

Regression Model (2b) 1.907 

Regression Model (3a) 1.529 

Regression Model (3b) 1.603 
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Table C-Ⅰ-11. Interactions of IS/PS on RS - Firm Performance 

Regression Model Durbin-Watson 

Regression Model (1a) 2.068 

Regression Model (1b) 2.088 

Regression Model (2a) 1.911 

Regression Model (2b) 1.906 

Regression Model (3a) 1.505 

Regression Model (3b) 1.507 
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C-Ⅱ. Multicollinearity Test 

 

Rule of thumb: Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) vaue of above 10 

 

Table C-Ⅱ-1. Effects of KR and RG on TC and OF  

Regression Model VIF 

Regression Model (1) 1.215-2.182 

Regression Model (2) 1.215-2.182 

Regression Model (3) 1.215-2.182 

Regression Model (4) 1.215-2.182 

 

 

Table C-Ⅱ-2. Main Effects of OF on TC 

Regression Model VIF 

Regression Model (1a) 1.254-2.197 

Regression Model (1b) 1.285-2.234 

Regression Model (2a) 1.217-2.253 

Regression Model (2b) 1.217-2.288 

Regression Model (3a) 1.254-2.197 

Regression Model (3b) 1.285-2.234 

Regression Model (4a) 1.217-2.253 

Regression Model (4b) 1.217-2.288 
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Table C-Ⅱ-3. Main Effects of TC on OF 

Regression Model VIF 

Regression Model (1a) 1.259-2.367 

Regression Model (1b) 1.260-2.587 

Regression Model (2a) 1.225-2.204 

Regression Model (2b) 1.228-2.335 

Regression Model (3a) 1.259-2.367 

Regression Model (3b) 1.260-2.587 

Regression Model (4a) 1.225-2.204 

Regression Model (4b) 1.228-2.236 

 

 

Table C-Ⅱ-4. Main Effects of CS on Performance 

Regression Model VIF 

Regression Model (1a) 1.259-2.367 

Regression Model (1b) 1.260-2.587 

Regression Model (2a) 1.259-2.367 

Regression Model (2b) 1.260-2.587 

Regression Model (3a) 1.259-2.367 

Regression Model (3b) 1.260-2.587 
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Table C-Ⅱ-5. Main Effects of RS on Performance 

Regression Model VIF 

Regression Model (1a) 1.225-2.204 

Regression Model (1b) 1.228-2.335 

Regression Model (2a) 1.225-2.204 

Regression Model (2b) 1.228-2.335 

Regression Model (3a) 1.225-2.204 

Regression Model (3b) 1.228-2.335 

 

 

 

 

 

Table C-Ⅱ-6. Interactions of CS on RS – Performance Relationship 

Regression Model VIF 

Regression Model (1a) 1.263-2.593 

Regression Model (1b) 1.264-2.774 

Regression Model (2a) 1.263-2.593 

Regression Model (2b) 1.264-2.774 

Regression Model (3a) 1.263-2.593 

Regression Model (3b) 1.264-2.774 
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Table C-Ⅱ-7. Main Effects of IS on Performance 

Regression Model VIF 

Regression Model (1a) 1.254-2.197 

Regression Model (1b) 1.285-5.322 

Regression Model (2a) 1.254-2.197 

Regression Model (2b) 1.285-5.322 

Regression Model (3a) 1.254-2.197 

Regression Model (3b) 1.285-5.322 

 

 

 

 

 

Table C-Ⅱ-8. Main Effects of PS on Performance 

Regression Model VIF 

Regression Model (1a) 1.217-2.253 

Regression Model (1b) 1.217-2.288 

Regression Model (2a) 1.217-2.253 

Regression Model (2b) 1.217-2.288 

Regression Model (3a) 1.217-2.253 

Regression Model (3b) 1.217-2.288 
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Table C-Ⅱ-9. Interaction Effect of CS on RS – Performance Relationship 

Regression Model VIF 

Regression Model (1a) 1.255-2.297 

Regression Model (1b) 1.264-2.299 

Regression Model (2a) 1.255-2.297 

Regression Model (2b) 1.264-2.299 

Regression Model (3a) 1.255-2.297 

Regression Model (3b) 1.264-2.299 

 

 

 

 

 

Table C-Ⅱ-10. Interactions of IS/PS on CS – Performance Relationship 

Regression Model VIF 

Regression Model (1a) 1.273-2.403 

Regression Model (1b) 1.208-4.888 

Regression Model (2a) 1.273-2.403 

Regression Model (2b) 1.208-4.888 

Regression Model (3a) 1.273-2.403 

Regression Model (3b) 1.208-4.888 
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Table C-Ⅱ-11. Interactions of IS/PS on RS - Firm Performance 

Regression Model VIF 

Regression Model (1a) 1.268-2.288 

Regression Model (1b) 1.214-4.569 

Regression Model (2a) 1.268-2.288 

Regression Model (2b) 1.214-4.569 

Regression Model (3a) 1.268-2.288 

Regression Model (3b) 1.214-4.569 
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國 文 抄 錄 

 

글로벌 建設企業 비즈니스 모델 革新  

支援을 위한 分析的 接近 

 

 

글로벌화 됨에 따라 건설산업은 보다 경쟁적이고, 급변하는 

사업환경으로 변화하고 있다. 건설기업간의 경쟁이 점차 심화되는 

상황에서 기업차원에서의 경쟁우위 원천을 이해하는데 관심이 증가하고 

있다. 이에 비즈니스 모델 개념은 기업의 경쟁우위 원천으로 상당한 

주목을 받고 있으며, 기업의 성장에 필수적이다. 지속 가능한 경쟁우위를 

달성하려면 비즈니스 환경의 변화에 대응하여 비즈니스 모델을 

혁신해야한다. 비즈니스 모델 혁신에는 하향식 접근방법, 즉 고위 

관리자들의 의사결정이 필요하다. 이때 의사결정의 질을 향상시키려면, 

고위 관리자들의 경험이나 직관에 의존하는 대신 기존 비즈니스 모델 

분석에서 얻은 지식을 활용해야 한다. 하지만, 비즈니스 모델 분석에 대한 

기존의 연구는 제한된 비즈니스 모델 프레임워크, 비즈니스 모델 분석에 

대한 제한된 경험적 연구 및 이론적 기초가 없는 비즈니스 모델 분석과 

같은 문제가 있기 때문에 비즈니스 모델 혁신과 관련된 지식이 부족하다.   

 

이러한 문제를 해결하기 위해 본 논문은 비즈니스 모델 혁신에 대한 

고위 관리자의 의사결정을 지원하기 위한 분석적 접근법을 제시하고, 

글로벌 건설기업의 비즈니스 모델 분석에 적용하여 유용한 지식체계를 
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도출하고자 한다. 본 연구는 개발 단계와 적용 및 분석 단계의 두가지 

주요 단계로 구성된다.  

 

개발단계에서는 비즈니스 모델 혁신의 이론적 기반을 건설 비즈니스 

모델 파악 프레임워크와 통합하여 분석 접근법을 개발한다. 첫째, 이론적 

기반을 수립하기 위해 비즈니스 모델 개념 및 관련 이론을 조사하고, 

비즈니스 모델 혁신에 대한 도전 이슈를 도출한다. 둘째, 비즈니스 모델 

프레임워크를 개념화하고, 4가지 구성요소 변수, 9가지 의사결정 변수 및 

대리 변수로 구성된 건설 비즈니스 모델 파악 프레임워크를 구축한다. 

마지막으로 본 연구는 비즈니스 모델 구성요소, 비즈니스 모델 구성 및 

기업 성과 간의 관계를 연계함으로써 비즈니스 모델 혁신을 지원하기 위한 

분석 접근법을 개발한다.  

 

적용 및 분석 단계에서는 개발단계에서 제시한 분석 접근법에 선택된 

글로벌 건설기업의 데이터를 적용하여 글로벌 건설기업의 비즈니스 모델을 

분석한다. 비즈니스 모델 구성요소간의 상호관계, 비즈니스 모델 

구성요소와 기업성과 간의 관계 및 비즈니스 모델 구성과 기업성과 간의 

관계를 살펴본다. 본 연구는 분석 결과의 발견을 제시하고, 이를 통해 경영 

시사점 도출한다. 마지막으로 글로벌 건설기업의 비즈니스 모델 혁신 

프로세스에서 도출한 경영 시사점을 활용하는 방법에 대해 논의한다.  

 

본 연구에서 제시한 분석적 접근법은 이론적 추론 및 이전 연구 

결과를 기반으로 비즈니스 모델 혁신과 관련된 지식 격차를 줄이는데 

기여한다. 또한, 글로벌 건설기업의 비즈니스 모델 분석결과는 

건설산업에서 비즈니스 모델 혁신에 대한 지식 체계를 확장시킬 수 있다. 
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본 연구는 비즈니스 모델 혁신 프로세스에서 글로벌 건설기업 고위 

관리자의 의사결정 질을 향상시키는데 도움이 되는 유용한 참고자료 및 

지침을 제공해 준다. 

 

 

 

주요어: 비즈니스 모델, 비즈니스 모델 프레임워크, 비즈니스 모델 혁신, 

비즈니스 모델 분석, 분석적 접근법, 글로벌 건설기업  
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